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ABSTRACT
SPATIAL VARIATION OF APARTMENT HOUSING IN ANKARA
Topçu, Metin
M.S., Department of Urban Design
Supervisor : Prof. Dr. Ali Türel
December 2004, 144 pages

This thesis contains explanations about the reasons why residents prefer
apartment housing to low rise housing far away from the central business
district. And it also investigates the facts that affect residents’ and producers’
apartment housing choice. As a dominant housing provision type, apartment
housing is produced every location in urban space in Ankara. Therefore the
study begins with investigating the formation and growth of apartment housing in
Ankara by introducing spatial variation of apartment housing. With the help of
building and population censuses, distribution of 400 quarters in the Greater
Ankara Municipality borders with respect to building and population density,
building features, share of apartment housing and average number of storeys
are analyzed. FAR values are calculated and analyzed from the CBD to western
direction to introduce the change in building densities. Lastly a questionnaire
survey is done to find out whether differentiation of building and environment
attributes of apartment housing that are produced in different location of urban
area are well-matched with their residents’ preferences.
At the end of the analysis differentiation of housing structure of the city clearly
comes out. While it is expected that the height of housing structure is decreasing
iv

by going far away from the CBD, it is found increasing along certain directions
such as western and south-western. However by moving at western direction
FAR decreases from 2 to 0,75 which states different characteristics of housing
structure even if high average number of storey. As a result apartment housing
provisions at different locations offer different lifestyles with their building and
environmental characteristics.
Keywords: Suburban Apartment Housing, Capital-Land Substitution, Floor Area
Ratio, Residential Location Choice
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ÖZ
ANKARA’DA APARTMAN KONUTUNUN MEKANSAL DA ILIMI
Topçu, Metin
Yüksek Lisans, Kentsel Tasarım Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Ali Türel
Aralık 2004, 144 sayfa

Bu tez sakinlerin merkezi i alanından uzakta müstakil konut yerine apartman
konutu tercih etmelerinin sebepleri hakkında açıklamalar içermektedir. Ayrıca
sakinlerin

ve

üreticilerin

apartman

konut

tercihini

etkileyen

nedenleri

ara tırmaktadır. Ankara’da kentsel mekanın her noktasında baskın bir konut
sunum biçimi olarak apartman konutu üretilmektedir. Bu nedenle, çalı ma
Ankara’da apartman konutunun olu umu ve geli imini kentsel mekanda da ılımı
ile inceleyerek ba lamaktadır. Ankara Büyük ehir Belediye sınırları içindeki 400
mahalleyi; bina ve nüfus yo unlu u, bina özellikleri, apartman konutunu oranı ve
ortalama kat yükseklikleri bakımından bina ve nüfus sayımları kullanılarak analiz
edildi. Bina yo unluklarındaki de i imi göstermek için kent merkezinden batı
do rultusunda EMSAL de erleri hesaplandı ve analiz edildi. Son olarak farklı
konumlarda üretilmi

apartman konutlarının yapı ve çevre özelliklerinin

faklıla ması ile sakinlerin tercihleri arasında benzerlikleri ortaya koymak için
anket çalı ması yapıldı.
Analiz sonunda kentin konut dokusundaki farklıla ma açık bir

ekilde ortaya

çıkmı tır. Bina yüksekli inin kent merkezinden uzakla tıkça dü mesi beklenirken
batı ve kuzey batı gibi bazı yönlere do ru arttı ı saptanmı tır. Fakat batı
vi

do rultusunda ilerledikçe farklı karakterde konut dokusunu belirten emsal de eri
yüksek ortalama kat sayısına ra men 2’den 0,75’e kadar dü mektedir. Sonuç
olarak farklı konumlardaki apartman konut sunumları, bina ve çevresel özellikleri
ile farklı ya am biçimi sergilemektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Uydu-Kent Apartman Konutu, Kapital-Arsa Kullanım Oranın
De i imi, Emsal, Yerle im Konumu Seçimi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Subject of the Study
In Turkey urbanization at high rates still continues with population increase in
cities due to increasing life expectancy, decreasing infant deaths and rural urban migration. Increasing urban population puts pressures on housing
stock in urban areas. Also changing life styles of residents and differentiation
in family structure increase demand for housing. That means the demand is
not only in quantity but also in quality and variety of housing. It is hard to say
that there is an equilibrium between demand and supply and existing housing
stock is adequate for meeting these needs even if considering quantity there
is sufficient housing provision. Furthermore, most of the new constructions
and in the same way many housebuilders are not responsive to consumers’
opinions or choices, and the needs / wishes of the residents.
Households spend their most part of their time and mostly do various daily
activities in the house or around residential environment. Households’
residential choice thus reflects their habits, preferred lifestyles, and also
culture. In the research of the tendency of places / houses that Turkish family
lives in, it is made clear that 92 percent of Turkish people want to live in a
single house which has a garden and courtyard (Türk Ailesinin Ya adı ı
Mekanlar / Konutlara li kin E ilimler, 1999). Yet, the greater part of the
people still lives in apartment houses even if they have a chance to live in a
single house. In fact people’s housing preferences frequently failed to show
high connections with their actual choices of housing alternatives (Gärling,
1

2002). Especially most of the families in the suburbs that have greater
income and mobility live in apartment houses whereas there is an opportunity
for living in a single house. Frequently these families choose less preferred
housing, because of absence of alternatives and poor opportunities offered
from housing market or income constraint, i.e. alternatives are not affordable
for the family.
Urban

community

necessities

differ

residential

areas

and

create

transformation on these areas. Especially increasing necessity of service
areas by growing city try to locate at the primary center alter its environment
and affect to the residential areas around. This agglomeration pressure
changes the residential structure near the city center, and provides extremely
dissimilar lifestyles according to housing units at further residential locations.
Accordingly changing family structure and urban lifestyle have played an
important role in choosing housing type and location. Shrinking family
structure to a nucleus family and the desire of individual living brings
necessity of more housing units. Both increasing working hours and using
huge commuting time decrease the time that spent in house, therefore its
role has changed in households’ life.
Considering housing development process the primary decision authority is
the planning system of the city. It is tried to control housing development and
stock with application conceptual plans and planning regulations. But the
pressure on urban land development, and speculative housing provision,
allocation of workplaces, existing housing composition, producers’ behaviors,
externalities, high income group’s choices (Türel, 1981) and trends are also
effective on the housing development and housing stock differentiation. As it
is mentioned before housebuilders mostly are not responsive households’
choices, so it should be considered how they decide the housing provision
type or location, what determines their behaviors, marketing policy and
foreground specifications of their products, and also what the reasons are
that large firms participate in housing market.
2

In short, the thesis contains the study of explanations that is; finding out the
reasons why residents that are far away from the central business district
prefer apartment housing (high density) to single housing (low density). Also
investigating the formation and growth of apartment housing in the suburbs
with scope and range of space-movement relationship, the position in
theoretical approaches, residents’ choices and changing tastes, and the role
of the housing market by introducing spatial variation of apartment housing
and their location, i.e. distance from the Central Business District (CBD) in
ANKARA. Besides these, investigating the producers (housebuilders) in
historical process and their location choice, and tending towards the housing
supply on lands that are far from the CBD.

1.2 Aim of the Thesis
In this thesis the primarily aim is to discuss apartment housing -as a kind of
housing finance- with respect to differentiation of housing supply according to
user choices and supply properties in an urban area. Then to try to reveal the
reasons behind these choices and to explain the factors that affect building
apartment housing. At last to determine the scope and the frame of urban
design in this subject.
There are major and minor questions that aiming to answer in relation to the
aim of the thesis;
Being as far away from CBD, while it is expected that the height of
housing structures should be decreasing, why apartment housing
is preferred and produced? Is that situation the result of land
owners’ and housing suppliers’ desire to increase benefits and
profits?

3

What are the reasons that direct the residents to live in apartment
housing and settle in the fringe of the city or far from city center?
Are there any differences in the quality of life? Is there any
importance

of

urban

design,

environmental

quality

and

functionality, and residents’ awareness while making these
choices?
What sorts of subsidies are considered for residents that prefer
these settlements? i.e. what do residents gain by preferring to
settle in apartment housing and out of the city and lose in return?
Does the distance make any difference in these choices?

1.3 Scope of the Subject:
We decided to constitute the research within the boundaries of the Greater
Ankara Municipality. Thus we investigate 8 districts municipalities; Altında ,
Çankaya, Etimesgut, Gölba ı, Keçiören, Mamak, Sincan, Yenimahalle and
their 400 quarters within the light of socio-economic structures, land/housing
values, urban population allocation, building and population density, distance
from city the center, building/housing data and design components of some
sampled settlements. To clarify the discussed subjects we choose building
parcels / lots in sampled quarters (during the study, it will be explained later
why these sampled sub-regions are selected?) then make conclusions with
drawings and collected data. And we also include the questionnaire survey to
find out whether differentiation of building and environment attributes of
apartment housing that are produced in different location of urban area are
well-matched with their residents’ preferences.

4

1.4 Research Methodology of the Study
Since the purpose of this study is to achieve some clarification on apartment
housing choices, the subject has been tried to be identified clearly. Thus, in
the thesis we try to introduce causalities that form the subject of the thesis
and the questions that are directed to the aim of the study undoubtedly in the
first chapter.
The second chapter includes the review of the existing literature, and
provides findings of theoretical research. We try to show the relationship
between housing and land market with the aspects of urban land price
formation, its variation in urban space and land-use determination. Then it
will be introduced the reasons and the basis of formation of housing types,
and factors of production that affect types of the provision.
Next chapter is about the choice of apartment housing. It will be clarified in
two parts and finished with the implication of urban design. First part is
composed of economic approaches to explain the use and built of apartment
housing. From the side of the household and the producer, the importance of
location will be examined as spatial place for households and substituting the
factors of production for builder. Lastly floor area ratio will be studied with its
effects on the construction cost, the house price, and the choice of use to
understand development densities in urban space. In the second part it will
be tried to empathize the subject with non-economic approach from the
users’ attitude.
In the fourth and fifth chapter we used the data from Building Census 2000
and Population Census 2000 to evaluate the formation of apartment housing
in Ankara. Considering demographic structure of Ankara, housing provision
(apartment vs. single housing), spatial variation of existing apartment stock,
apartment housing development in three different periods (-1970, 1970-1990,
5

1990-), apartment housing producer types, population allocation to distances
from CBD, and ratio of population that choose apartment housing and their
spatial variation are investigated. Within the scope of quarters, apartment
housings examined specific features as elevator, firestairs, heating system
and parking area. Firstly, we made arrangements and calculations of
collected data. We prepare samples with constituting sub-regions (those are
directed with the light of plans and by combining established quarters and
their data). We try to follow an analytical strategy with empirical studies, and
then develop statistical analyses by using building census and population
census.
While analyzing the data following criteria are studied:
i

- population progress and urbanization.

ii

- apartment housing production

iii - selected sub-regions (quarters in the boundaries Greater Ankara
Municipality)
housing provision according to investor
distance from the urban center,
development process of apartment housing
population density of existing situation,
dwelling unit ratio,
types of housing,
average number of stories,
# apartment housing / ratio / features
iv - determination of sampled buildings
v

- sampled buildings characteristics
average floor area ratio
building height
construction area
parcel area
number of housing units
6

vi - observed similarities on sampled buildings
environment/services
distance/transportation
cost /price
socio-cultural structure/class
We arrange the questionnaire survey in some quarters far from the CBD to
the households living in the apartment housing dwelling unit in order to find
out residents’ preferences.
Lastly, gain normative and descriptive approach to thesis subject by
evaluating the results of the analyses, and find answers to these normative
questions basing on the data and reach results. We assess results and
explain positive approaches, and conclude hypotheses with our findings.

7

CHAPTER II
HOUSING

The characteristics of housing as a product are very different from any other
consumer goods. It has many functions; it is a shelter, a home that is a
common place to describe people in terms of where they live, an economic
good – produced, a consumption good and an investment good, and very
expensive good –, it has first of all a very high capital value with its factors of
production especially Land and its production time is far longer than for most
other commodities. Besides urban land, there are capital, labor and
technology – factors of housing production – guiding types of provision. It is a
physical good in terms of its appearance, which makes up a large portion of
the urban environment, and also a social good, providing guarantee for
future, social status indicator, satisfaction and privacy to individuals, and
establishing the setting within which much of the social interaction among
people takes place (Fowler, Siegel, 2002; Tekeli, 1991).
In this frame to understand apartment housing as a fact of housing provision
and as a result of urban environment, it should be studied in detail the factors
of production, Land; housing production related to other types of provision;
and housing environment that is constituted by housing provision and its
quality.

8

2.1 Housing and Land Market
2.1.1 Land Price Formation and Its Variation in Urban Space
“… the supply of land at each location is fixed; … only the
demand considerations determine the relative value of land or
housing at different locations.” (Dipasquale, Wheaton, 1996)
Land has a unique character; non-reproducibility and being fixed in supply.
This character determines the price structure of land. Moreover, land
produces services that are accumulated and enhance the value of land.
During a specific time period these services are gathered in urban land then
the value of land rent is capitalized as land price of urban space and the
amount one pays for the use of land.
“With man-made commodities, …, price is a function of
demand and supply ... But since land as a whole is a fixed
supply provided by Nature, the earnings of ‘pure’ land are
determined solely by demand” (Harvey, 1986)
According to Kauko there are two directions of urban land price theory
depending on urban space: first, macro economic changes in the transition to
a post-industrial society and the influences of these changes on land value
formation; second, emphasizing the meaning of the place from the spatial
point of view by Massey, Scott and Storper. The former direction groups into
cities based on their economic activity and services as; multiply advanced
service centre, specialized service centre, industrial centre and consumer
oriented cities.

9

“…. as Alonso put it, Land as space is a homogeneous good
and land at a location is a continuously differentiated good. ”
(Fujita, Thisse, 2002)
All in these contents there are main services, in other word, central services
which have superior value and are mostly located in the centre. Interacting
with each other and combining the great value at one point bring about the
formation of the Central Business District (CBD). Considering that condition it
is important to be close to the CBD, and also to have benefit from these
services. Then it is concluded the fact ‘distance’ that is formed with the
location differences between city center and land.
“Since value depends on economic rent, and rent on location,
and location on convenience, and convenience on nearness,
we may eliminate the intermediate steps and say that value
depends on nearness” (Erol, 2000)
Nearness to the CBD that is the transformation of urban land rent to price is
simplified as location rent in the urban space. The accessibility to the urban
centre determines the value and price for the urban land.
“Both land rent and land use vary across locations depending
on these characteristics. Among them, the most important for
location theorists is the transport-cost differential over space.”
(Fujita, Thisse, 2002)
Depending on the accessibility, aiming to maximize benefits increases the
demand on having a closer location to the CBD and, the price of land related
to demand increase the location rent. The demand for urban land designates
its variation and usage in urban space.

10

2.1.2 Land-use and Residential Areas
As it is mentioned in previous section most of the city is oriented by its
activities and the location of these activities defines patterns of urban land
use. At locations, where Land is more valuable, development tends to use
less land that is more expensive factor, relatively more structural capital that
is less expensive factor. Any housing services produced at these locations
must therefore be relatively expensive.
In a monocentric city, the land-value gradient shows rapid exponential
decline outwards from the centre of the CBD. The non-land/land input ratio
will therefore fall rapidly with increasing distance. Factor substitution is,
therefore, a central feature of intra-metropolitan production conditions
(Richardson, 1978). The basic idea was taken from the classic rent theory of
Ricardo and developed to a bid rent theory of the consumer by Alonso, Muth
and Mills (and also basic assumptions of the Thünian Model). Bid rent implies
that at different distances from the city centre there are different land use
zones depending on the willingness of each group to pay.
Because, land is allocated among activities through the price of land in a
market economy. Builders maximize profits by producing the most benefits in
relation to costs, thus they should find convenience location to gain highest
profit level. Higher profits mean a lower possible bid rent function, so that the
optimal site is that where the actual rent equals the lowest possible bid rent,
in other words where the bid rent function is tangential to the rent gradient
(Richardson, 1978).
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d
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d4 : City
Limits
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Source: Richardson, 1978
Figure 2.1: Bid-rent curves and their relation to distance and city boundary.

The Cobb-Douglas utility function1 for composite consumption (the reciprocal
of density) and location (land) rent determined by accessibility to the CBD are
related to distance in a way that is similar to an exponential relationship,
negative and positive respectively (Richardson, 1978; Fujita, Thisse, 2002).
This residential location behavior is based on transportation cost, land rent,
and preferences for space. As it is shown in the figure 2.1 residential areas
1

Typical utility function of consumers’ preferences are described by x1 and x2; U(x1,x2)

=x1ax2b and with a > 0 and b > 0 is called Cobb-Douglas utility function.
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(III, IV) are placed on the fringe of the monocentric city. The competition
between different land use zones is not enough to achieve efficient usage
because housing consumers and landlords are not really conscious of the
technical details of housing choices or the implications of these technical
details for the others thus the decisions are mostly deficient. And also
economic efficiency requires some form of coordinated action with its
environment. Adjacent land use zones affect the economic livelihood of
another.

2.2 Housing Production and Types of Provision
Housing production and types of its provision are related to governmental
policies, planning decisions, land development rights and policies; and by the
factors: land variation in urban space, rate of urbanization and urban
population increase, existing housing stock and accessibility to main
workplaces.
Housing is considered place and space where the diversity of humanity,
social

relations,

social

practices,

cultural

values,

and

symbolic

representations, political and economic forces are all produced and
reproduced. Thus housing and home have to more appropriately meet the
needs of both people and society. Are these housing needs related to
dwelling type? Or size? Ytrehus discussed the concept of housing needs and
he raised the questions related to necessary. It can be concluded that the
consumption of housing mostly exceeds the necessary, but does it satisfy
needs? Needs may be considered as synonymous with the subjective
preferences of the actors in the housing market. That means following the
rules of the free market of supply and demand in the economic theory is the
most rational way to distribute goods and services of housing; however
needs can be confused with wants in this market oriented approach.
Because wants are affected by social position whereas needs are basic
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human necessities (Ytrehus, 2001). Do the actors of housing market have
necessary knowledge about needs, trends, wants, preferences and
psychological attitude, and become conscious that housing has specific
different characteristics than other commodities?

2.3 Housing Environment
Houses differ in structure size and characteristics, as well as in the location
and its surroundings. Thus, household implicitly chooses many different
goods and services while selecting a house. They should view the house as
a part of specific system to which it belongs and decided residential location
considering intangible things as well tangible. Because neighborhood and
housing environment that engenders strong personal and emotional
reactions that affect residents'impressions of their surroundings (Carmona,
2001). Besides

physical layout

of

residential

environment

and its

psychological effects there is social composition which is usually not
homogeneous. As a matter of the fact different sections of the society have
different experiences, responses and needs in relation to the environment
(Frankin, 2001) but for all of them the most important point is the quality of
the housing environment. In this sense, generally housing provision may be
adequate in quantity but it may cause many problems if the environmental
quality is not sufficiently realized.
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CHAPTER III
APARTMENT HOUSING

In this chapter choice of dwelling unit in the apartment housing is clarified. It
is necessary to start with defining its specific and distinguishing features.
Apartment housing is the building that has more than 3 or 4 storey and on
each storey / flat different households live. In this study 5 and more storied
housing buildings are separated and accepted as apartment housing,
because of obligations that are brought with more than 4 storey such as
elevator, fire stairs, etc...
Single housing and apartment housing are differentiated with their
appearance, physical characteristics and their environment such as street
character, open spaces, building orientation; and also by providing various
spatial and social structures, and a way of life. Thus it is easy to define the
apartment residential neighborhood characteristics, but the most distinctive
and identifying characteristic feature is the balance between private spaces
and public spaces which are crucial to create desirable environment (Figure
3.1).
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Source: Lang, 1987
Figure 3.1: Territorial hierarchies of a single house and an apartment house

In contrast to the single housing, apartment housing provides adequate
number of housing units for rapidly urban population increasing, gives a
possibility to construct more than one housing unit on a plot where the
location rent is high, brings a solution for limited urban land availability
problem, and provides affordable housing provision for middle and lowerincome groups with decreasing production cost of housing.
Considering the actors or agents in the housing market as producers within
an input-output relation and users – house buyers and tenants – separately,
and commodities – goods and services –, we can simply explain the choice
of apartment housing into three section as economic and non-economic
approaches, and the role of urban design in these choices.
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3.1 Economic Approaches to Explain the Choice of Use and Building
Apartment Housing
According to Carmona there are seven main points that affect the house
buyer’s decisions;
1. Price and value
2. Locality
3. Estate (urban design)
4. House design
5. Livability (the house itself)
6. Features
7. Construction
In the research, between these aspects,
“the livability and estate (especially the spaciousness in the
home and variety in the layout) were rated most highly by
residents” (Carmona, 2001).
The first and the second aspects are mostly related with households’
economic conditions. They have to make a choice within income constraints.
Similarly mamo lu stated Turkish house buyers’ preferences as, economic
reasons; site and characteristics of district; aesthetic, estate and the beauty
of the house; and location according to transportation ( mamo lu, 1996). To
summarize, in these researches economic factors are ranked always on the
top of households’ preferences list.

From the producers’ side the only consideration is the profit maximization,
thus we try to examine the attitude of the producer in the economic
approaches to explain the choice of location and building apartment housing.
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3.1.1 Explanation of the Spatial Variation of Housing Consumption with
Location Choice in an Urban Area
3.1.1.1 Spatial Place for Household and Choice
From the households’ side, related to economic approaches, residential
differentiation is understood as a phenomenon associated with growth of
differences in income. Substitutions on goods within this income and its
constraints are the crucial point to understand the behavior underlying
households’ preferences. In this section, households are assumed to be
identical in terms of preferences and income, in equilibrium they thus have to
reach the same utility level regardless of location. However location affects
households’ utility maximization within changing these preferences and
choices on expenditures. We can simply separate households’ expenditures
into housing, transportation and other goods and services. Thus we can bring
a conclusion that location choice of households depends on these
expenditures. Similarly, Kauko collected the household’s rationale behind
residential location into three explanations;
“(i) minimization of travel costs, (ii) minimization of travel costs
and housing costs among the same income group (Wingo
1961), (iii) and income and the availability and conditions of
mortgage financing, without any efficient trade-off, as the
maximum housing expenditure theory of Ellis (1967) and
Stegman (1969) suggests.” (Kauko, 2001)
The traditional theory of land use advanced by Alonso, Muth, and Mills is
generalized from a single-centered urban structure on uniform featureless
plain, with primary economic activities surrounded by concentric rings of
residential settlement (transportation equally possible in all directions and no
legal, social or other restrictions on transactions in the urban land market)
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that are determined by microeconomic constraints. In this theory, utility
maximization is at the root of household location decision making and
general equilibrium. Furthermore households trade the costs of housing
consumption (depending on housing size) against the costs of commuting
(accessibility to the CBD) (Schafer, 1974), i.e. households exchange
accessibility for space in making their residential site choices, which is called
trade-off model. The optimal choice of residential location balances the
marginal utility gains from additional housing services against the marginal
utility losses from longer commutes.
“The income elasticity of demand for housing is higher than
the income elasticity of the marginal commuting cost, then
distance from the center will increase with income level – a
result that can be interpreted as a preference for privacy
against community” (Goffette-Nagot, F., 2000)
For a given level of income there exists a trade-off in the household’s choice
between more space and worse access or better access and less space. In
addition, income elasticity for land and the cost of commuting distinguish
income classes on the basis of location, with higher incomes choosing to live
away from central cities and lower incomes near or within central cities
(Nelson, Sanchez, 1997; Fujita, Thisse, 2002). According to Mills,
households are assumed to select the location that maximizes their utility;
that is utility theory which is a function of housing and other goods [U = f (H,
Z)]2. A theory of household – location choice can be formulated as an
extension of consumer – behavior theory. Suppose a household has a utility
function or set of indifference curves that represents its tastes or preferences
for housing services and for non-housing goods and services (Mills, 1993)
within the context of resource constraints; such as income and time.

2

Households utility function and maximization of utility within a budget constraint equation is

simplified (Straszheim, 1975).
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Y, income;
Pz.Z,
(1)

3

Y = Ph.H + Pz.Z + Pt(u)

Ph.H, Housing consumption;

Other

goods;

and

Pt(u),

Transportation cost, i.e. T(k,d) k travel cost
per unit distance, d distance
2nd

(2)

Y – Pt(u) = Ph.H + Pz.Z

equation

introduce

housing

consumption, i.e. net income, M, depends
on distance while assuming constant cost
of goods and income.

M

(3) dB > dA and PtB(u) > PtA(u)
with an constant income and goods, MA > MB therefore

(4) PAh.hA + PZ.ZA> PBh.hB+ PZ.ZB

Figure 3.2: Drawing that visualizes the distance of point A and B from the
CBD.
At location A savings in transport cost that depends on distance and less
friction would be spent on housing. A is much more expensive spatial
location than B for consumer.

3

Ph.H is simplified from per unit of land, lot size of housing and other housing prices
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Depending on utility function it can be easily seen that wherever the
household decides gets the maximum satisfaction of that location with
housing services and goods. In the household’s equilibrium consumption
figure 3.3, equilibrium condition for a household is introduced depending on
location u (location to urban center). At these residential equilibriums,
changes in land costs reflected housing costs and evaluated at the utilitymaximizing housing consumption are balanced by the corresponding
changes in commuting cost.

Z Consumption of goods
MA

distance from CBD;

Pz

u < u’

MB
Pz

zA(u)

EA, EB
Equilibrium condition
(MRS, marginal rate of substitution)

EA

zB(u’)

EB
Indifference curve (max. attained consumption of h, z)
h is exactly as preferred as z

Budget Lines

hA(u)

hB(u’) MA

MB

H

PhA

PhB

housing services

Consumption of

Source: Mills, Hamilton, 1993
Figure 3.3: Households’ utility function depend on housing and consumption
of other goods
That means this figure changes if households decide to live away from center
(at different location), then the slope of the budget line changes4, because
housing services are more expensive at the center, first location (A), but
other goods are available and also commuting cost is cheaper than the
4

Equation (2) introduces the slope as –Ph/Pz and changes in the price ratio effect the slope.
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second location (B). Therefore equilibrium of the households moves from EA
to EB.
Household size must be balanced against other factors related to overall
expenditures, because it is typically related to household income. Beckmann
stated that larger family has a stronger preference for space and thus lives
farther away from the CBD to benefit from the lower land rent (Fujita, Thisse,
2002). Besides preference for more space and space per person increase by
higher socio-economic level of household ( mamo lu, 1996).
Households with lower incomes would locate closer to urban centers unless
employment location is ubiquitous. The outward shift of jobs to the suburban
employment ring of metropolitan areas concludes the change of equilibrium.
Decentralization of employment and services means that more land area
comes within the same commuting range for the family and sometimes
allowing for quicker commuting (Nelson, Sanchez 1997) than former location.
Households whose work places are located at the centre are ready to pay
more to be close to the CBD because their commuting costs are lower, and
the main determinant of location choice is the transport cost savings. Thus
the transportation has a crucial role that can play in affecting the residential
development patterns of urban areas. However, low transportation cost for
personal travel is giving households greater flexibility and opportunity to
choose where to live, especially with regard to distance from employment
and central city functions (Nelson, Sanchez, 1997). Moreover this low
commuting cost support the development of single CBD.
While analyzing consumers' tradeoffs in the decision to move and the
selection among alternative residential locations, it is clear that transportation
is only one element of what has been termed the total activity system in
which each household is involved. Consumers make personal choices
regarding residential density and location based on a series of housing,
neighborhood, job, and transportation tradeoffs.
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Formal economic `bid-rent'theories were based on the intuitive concept that
the residential location choices of individuals are based on a tradeoff
between the increasing costs of commuting to work and the decreasing unit
prices of housing and land that are associated with living further out from a
central area of employment. These theories offer low-income households
tend to locate on high-priced urban land, while higher-income households
choose suburban locations where land is cheaper. The explanation lies in the
relative preference of high-income households for large residential lots and
their greater willingness to pay for transportation over long distances to and
from work.
“If higher income workers place a higher value on their
commuting time, they face a trade-off between a higher land
demand (due to normality of land) and the extra value of
commuting time. As a result, the low-income consumers
reside near the center and the middle class consumers in the
suburbs; however, now the high-salary professionals and
working couples choose to reside close to the CBD, because
of their high value of time, in an urban section different from
that of the poor consumers (Fujita 1989, chap. 2)” (Fujita,
Thisse, 2002)
Besides accessibility, however, there is a variety of other residential location
attributes that may affect the housing and location choices of households.
These

may

include

the

age,

income,

and

racial

composition

of

neighborhoods, residential density, and the size, quality, condition, and price
of the housing stock.
In Weisbrod, Ben-Akiva and Lerman’s book they introduce two studies that
have examined the tradeoffs between transportation access and other
factors. The first group explored the market price differentials among parcels
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of residential real estate and concluded that transportation has a small but
statistically significant impact on the prices paid for residential real estate.
The other group examined the impact of socio-economic factors and the level
of public services on the actual location decisions (as opposed to prices paid)
of households and provides evidence for several conclusions:
(1) The levels of community expenditures on police, fire, education, and
recreation services are less important factors in location choice for most
households than is transportation accessibility to work.
(2) The effect of transportation access on location choice decisions is
overshadowed by household income and size considerations.
(3) Household auto ownership level decisions are related to residential
location decisions. (Weisbrod, Ben-Akiva, Lerman, 1980)
3.1.1.2 Factors of Substitution for Producer (Builder)
As a specialized sector of the construction industry, housebuilding distinguish
significantly with its own trends, requirements and development cycles from
other sectors. The major objective of the housebuilding sector is to find an
urban land and on it to create a market value. And while creating this value,
builder tries to maximize profit by reducing the cost of the unit product. The
minimum possible cost which is composed of land and other factors (nonland factors - capital) is reached by producing housing at the equilibrium
point. The optimum combination of factors of housing production will
introduce this equilibrium point depending on the units of production and
demand.
Assume the cost of the construction is composed of Capital (K) and Land (L)
and equal to the firm’s budget5 (C). Then quantity of housing unit produced is
the function of Capital and Labor.
5

The equations are simplified from production function of the housebuilder (Muth’s notation)

of the resource of Straszheim, M.R. 1975
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(1)

K

C
PK

C = PK.K + PL.L

and

QH = f(K, L)

Capital

Budget Lines
EA, EB
Equilibrium condition
(marginal rate of substitution)

KA

EA
EB

KB

Production Function
Isoquants (different quantity of housing units)

LA

C

LB

PLA

C

L

Land

PLB

Source: Richardson, 1978; Harvey, 1986
Figure 3.4: Housebuilders’ budget function depend on factors of production
(Capital and Land)
This figure 3.4 simply constitutes the substitution of costs of the firm between
Land and Capital. City size, geography, residential density, climate, history,
regional preferences and location (bid-rent) determine the land value,
whereas capital is constant for the same production unless there is
heterogeneous commodity, structure size, type, variables, quality as
characteristics of house. Within budget constraints the only way to increase
the production is the change of the factors; cheaper land or decreasing cost
of capital. Change in the cost of capital is possible only when the
technological improvement occurs in the very long run.
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(2)

PLA > PLB

(3)

Max. QH= f(K, L) subject to C=PK.K+PL.L

EA

KA/LA >KB/LB

EB

On the producers’ side the only determinant for location choice for residential
area in the housing market is profit maximization. While achieving the profit
maximization, the firm is dealing with costs and benefits within the budget
constraints of the firm. At the point A Land is much more valuable than B and
the ratio of Capital to Land at A superior to B thus the unit produced on a unit
land area decrease when construction moves to B. Moreover productivity of
Land, its price relative to other factors and the price of the final product will
direct the construction to other locations (Harvey, 1986). The emphasis tends
to be on achieving the least costly solutions whereas producing maximum
units and profit depending on production function. If the developers’ profits
are uniform throughout the city and it is expected that the land rent falls as
distance to the CBD increases, it is expected to reflect the unit price of
housing for consumers.
In the Carmona’s study about housing design quality through the English
planning process he gathers importance of site selection criteria from a
producer. In these criteria location choice (may be considered as access to
city center) is assigned 10th rank and the price of land is assigned 8th rank.
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Table 3.1: Perceived importance of site selection criteria by housebuilders
Criteria in site selection

Ranking of importance

Market factors

1

Planning permission (availability or ease to get)

2

Basic services (existing and ease to supply)

3

Social class of neighborhood

4

Condition of sub-soil

5

Access to schools

5

Site availability

5

Topographic conditions

8

The asking price of land

8

Size of site

10

Access to city centre

10

Proximity to local shops

10

Physical environmental quality

13

Access to employment

14

Availability of clearance grant

15

Existing ground cover

16

Source: Carmona, 2001

This ranking importance may change depend on the size of the construction
and the size of the budget. Most of the time the larger companies have an
advantage of restrictions caused by planning system with their greatest
financial resources, technical skills, and more sophisticated marketing
techniques. Thus, they are able to acquire the best sites, while land is scare
and land allocations and permissions are time-consuming. On the contrary,
smaller companies are more competitive on small sites with their construction
structure.
3.1.2 Spatial Variation of Development Densities in Urban Space
It can be considered the spatial variation in building densities as a
consequence of building types. That can be explained as the outcome of
planning authorities’ decisions, land development rights and mostly housing
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producers’ behavior. Developer wants to maximize the residual profits to be
obtained from the production. Therefore the density of the development
should be the optimum point that let the maximizing the profit while reducing
the residual value with the increasing density (Dipasquale, Wheaton, 1996).
Because households pay less for a housing unit located densely, the greater
density thus reduces the value and also the profit from each unit, yet
increases the number of units on the urban land. In brief the choice of
residential location of the developer is therefore not independent of the
choice of a certain housing type. Because the provision is nearly a direct
control on the ratio of capital land by limitations on the floor area ratio
(McDonald, McMillen, 2003). Developer should find an equilibrium point by
choosing the composition of the housing in terms of floor space, housing type
and location.
Density will be defined by the number of dwelling units per urban land area of
the lot or parcel excluding public spaces, natural water features and
preservation areas, and also areas that do not have permission for
development according to regulations. To measure the density of
development, i.e. the measure of the intensity of a development we may use
floor area ratio that is the ratio of gross housing floor area permitted to the
total land area of the lot.
Dipasquale and Wheaton used the price model to define price (P) for housing
per square foot of floor area, the construction cost estimate model to define
cost (C) per square foot of floor area of constructing housing units, and the
value per square foot of land area (p) that related to FAR;
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“The coefficient

represent the collective value of

all other housing attributes that can affect the price
(1)

P=

- F

(per square foot of floor area) of a house, while
represents the marginal reduction in value that
occurs as the house lot is reduced and its density
or FAR ratio increased.” (Dipasquale, Wheaton,
1996)

“…
(2)

C=

+ F

represent a basic cost of construction cost

(per square foot) and

the incremental additional

cost(assumed linear) as density increased.”
(Dipasquale, Wheaton, 1996)

p is the residual value per square foot of urban
(3)

p = F(P-C)

land area that is gained by multiplying the value
of FAR with the difference of the price of house
and construction cost
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Price

per sq. ft.

Housing

Assumed Profit per square
foot of floor area

No profit at the point of d,

P*

P=C

d

Construction Cost C

House Price P

FAR
Floor area ratio

F*

Source: Dipasquale, Wheaton, 1996
Figure 3.5: Housing price and construction cost comparison depending on
floor area ratio
Price

per sq. ft.

Land

p* maximum attained price
(max. profit reach) at F*

p*

F*

FAR
Floor area ratio

Source: Dipasquale, Wheaton, 1996
Figure 3.6: Land price depending on floor area ratio.
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With different types of housing provision it is feasible to reach the optimum
development density. The important point is to find the equilibrium between
the FAR and housing price related to cost, because construction cost of
housing units per unit of floor area tends to rise with increasing floor area
ratio. Besides types of housing provision, housing characters are considered
in development density.
In the previous chapters it is obvious that increasing distance from the CBD
causes a decrease in Capital-Land ratio, because commuting costs increase
with distance; this means that rent declines with distance in equilibrium. A
result of this substitution that is understood as the decrease of density at less
valuable location and the equilibrium land consumption is rising from the
CBD to the urban fringe whereas the equilibrium building and population
density decreases.
In Chapter 3.1.1.1 equation (1) introduce the housing price as Ph.H that is
included land size and price. Using this equation with same household’s
preferences and fixed lot size we can find;

(4)

R(d) + T(d) = Constant

Both Land rent R(d) and Transport
cost

T(d)

are

dependent

on

distance d from the CBD.
If transport cost increased with the distance than land rent will decrease
according to opposite relations between the shapes of the land rent and
transport cost (Fujita, Thisse, 2002). Decreasing land rent lead a rise in the
lot size and concluded that residential lot size increases with distance; in
other words, “the density gradient is negative” (Richardson, 1978) related to
distance to the CBD. This negative exponential density-distance function is
entirely consistent with the standard theory of household location behavior in
a monocentric city (Richardson, 1978; Fujita, Thisse, 2002). Because the
highest value of land in the CBD have to be used densely to gain efficiency.
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On the contrary it is expected that the density (in other words FAR) will be
decreasing with distance to the CBD6. In the figure 3.6 it is observable that
the maximum attained price for land (per square foot) provides maximum
profit from housing construction (per square foot) at the point F* where
optimum density is achieved. After the point F* increasing density rise the
construction cost of housing till the point of d where house price is equal to
construction cost, i.e. the land price is equal to zero. The condition zero price
for land is not possible in the market therefore the equilibrium point is
probably between the point F* and d with increasing density. As a
consequence density is an important factor that affects profitability of
development and formation of the land-use of the city.

3.2 Non-Economic Approach
3.2.1 Approaches to the Residential Choice and Satisfaction
Considering residential location choice or housing type choice, households
are basically rational, but not always decided on deliberate residential
choices, there is thus a strong need for the correct knowledge. This
knowledge that is about human needs and their housing needs should be
based on scientific, objective research and methods. When considering
human needs as biological, satisfaction of these needs can be measured
objectively but actual housing needs are considered as life values and also
rather a result of a complex set of biological, psychological and socio-cultural
variables.

6

“Yacovissi and Kern (1995) ’s regressions of population density in zones of the Baltimore

metropolitan region in 1980 include both a density decline with distance due to long-run
equilibrium conditions and a density decline due to the timing of development” (GoffetteNagot, F., 2000).
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According to Bradshaw; experts’, professionals’ or bureaucrats’ criteria for
satisfaction of housing needs are less credible. Foster and Fraser support
Bradshaw by pointing these criteria inevitably reflect the experts’ own ideals,
idiosyncrasies and fashions, and also often imply paternalistic and moralistic
elements (Ytrehus, 2001). Related to time, place, social environment and
context, and also physical surrounding housing needs change, because
necessities of life change continuously. Nevertheless, residents have similar
housing needs and they want to move if there is lack of similarity between
where they live and their housing preference. Thus clarifying these
preferences and characteristics of housing will help us to understand
residents’ movements. Based on Massey and Wu’s categorization of housing
characteristics there are six main points: convenient location, safety and
comfort, independence and choice, affordability, privacy, and social
opportunity (O’Brien,

2002). Furthermore independent from

housing

characteristics and attributes residents must have alternative choices to
satisfy their needs. They might be able to choose better quality and style
beside location and size.
We tried to categorize the residential choice within non-economic approach
into three aspects; psychological and social, neighborhood, and comparison
between city center and suburbs.
3.2.1.1 Psychological, Social Aspects and Household Composition
Except economical conditions and physical factors, households’ social
behavior and psychological tendencies should be considered within the
context of urban spatial choice. A psychological approach brings into the
discourse of place the attributes of emotion, effect and self-involvement, of
privacy, territory and biography, and needs thus giving greater depth to an
understanding of the factors which lead to attachment to place. It helps to
explain the need to personalize places in order to develop and sustain the
sense that this place is one’s own (Frankin, 2001). The individual’s life course
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and the social context within which they are set shape houses as material
objects and homes as symbolic entities. Thus homes are special kinds of
places and are socially constructed in a continual and changing process.
Clearly, the congruence between housing and households is important,
particularly since dwellings can influence family life – positively or negatively.
With the help of perceptual and cognitive psychology, focusing on the
individual and individual behavior and experience of people in relation to
places’ and drawing on Jungian archetypes, the home becomes a symbol of
the self or of collective memory. (Frankin, 2001)
Determining residential location and housing attributes (preferences), needs
are considering to be satisfied within the psychological framework. Because
life satisfaction is closely related with residential satisfaction7. According to
Gärling life values are cognitive representations of needs, desires, and
aspirations that human beings strive to attain (Gärling, 2002) these life values
as to reach their goals or end states. Gärling listed these values from most to
least important:
Togetherness:

A feeling of belonging and security, loving someone, good
relations;

Well-being:

Contentedness, enjoyment, happiness, pleasure, inner
harmony;

Wealth:

A good economy, ability to afford things;

Comfort:

A comfortable life.

Whether with its attributes or its environment preferred house should provide
these values or convenient conditions to attain them. While evaluating life
values with housing attributes or activities, Gärling’s observations showed
that the most important housing attribute is size of the housing, as a result of
7

Canter presented two cognitive process related to residential satisfaction; first, to be

purposive (fulfilling purpose of resident) and second, use of different comparison standards
(compare past housing experiences with today’s) (Gärling, 2002)
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activities such as; relaxing, being with friends and partying. Another attribute
is about privacy – outdoor private space that provide to be with family and to
work in the garden. There two other housing attributes are about location; to
be close to the countryside and to be close to the downtown. Countryside
provides a space to exercise and relax whereas downtown offer facilities as
cultural events and shopping (Gärling, 2002).
Household composition is useful in relating culture to housing and it
influences the form and spatial organization of housing. Therefore, family
structure - life stage and characteristics of individual members (such as age,
occupation, education, and race) plays an important role in house preference
and also location choice. Cultural and social amenities of household such as
status and social class influence the quality of the surrounding, but do not
directly depend on the distance to the CBD. After changing social factors and
technological

advances

appear

to

be

reshaping

the

conventional

understanding of residential location behavior for households.
It becomes easier for households to afford a rural-esque lifestyle and equip it
with all the modern conveniences.

And most of the households still see

single homes on large lots as the ideal (Nelson, Sanchez 1997). Because
households want a house of their own and then they want the sense of
freedom and anonymity (Clark, 1966, Türk Ailesinin Ya adı ı Mekanlar /
Konutlara li kin E ilimler, 1999). In these homes they find themselves living.
They are ready to accept the disadvantages of suburban life such as
excessive commuting time, expensive trips to centre, the feel of loneliness of
subdivision of life… etc.
3.2.1.2 Environment / Neighborhood Aspect
It is obvious that quality of neighborhood, ethnic and social homogeneity and
social activities attract households to specific locations. Little and Kirwan and
Ball explored the implications of the desires of most families to live in
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homogenous neighborhoods. Pagageorgiou introduced multi-centric spatial
structures and residential attractiveness variable that justify location choices
(Richardson, 1978). Housing is more than the dwelling, the neighborhood
and its environment become important. Even if the housing provision is
adequate, it is expected to produce some problems by constituting its
environment with not in required quality manner. Since quality of life
concerns living conditions with its environment. Households’ behavior acts to
satisfy these conditions.
“… a survey of potential customer and non-customer attitudes
(819 in all) to new-build residential design, the aim being to
uncover the public'
s views on such housing, and, if possible,
the reasons for any prejudices and preferences. What was
revealed was a widespread disdain for the perceived products
of the housebuilding industry, but also some rejection of the
emerging professional consensus on how to improve new
residential environments. Most obviously, the survey revealed
strong

support

for

'
traditional' (suburban)

residential

development, preferably built at not too high densities and
designed to fit into the already established context.”
(Carmona, M. 2001)
As the survey indicated that the preference for low density residential
environments, and exposed many households move to low-density dwelling
such as the suburbs when it becomes financially possible. This lower density
location brings larger space for housing and individual lot besides
households should be ready to pay more for land.
“… first residents in '
appropriate quality'developments tended
to consider location, price and value for money before design.
Nevertheless, the work also confirmed that housebuilders
developing to a more '
sustainable quality'also ensured that
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their developments achieved a better return, particularly in
areas where good choice existed for potential purchasers,
with residents making a conscious decision to move to
developments that offered better quality dwellings, a better
estate layout and supported a stronger feeling of community
and sense of pride. Nevertheless, where little choice exists for
new purchasers, the tendency for new residents to place
location, price and value ahead of design is perhaps
inevitable. In making these judgments, it seems that most
buyers of new-build homes consider their purchase to be
value for money…” (Carmona, 2001)
Environment; with its characteristics transportation, crime rate, pollution,
demographic structure, education facilities, open spaces, recreation facilities,
density of neighborhood, public services etc… guide households’ choices.
Ellis emphasized the importance of environmental preferences and
neighborhood characteristics in residential location decisions. Yamada
stressed the role of environment externalities (Richardson, 1978). Bishop and
Davison declared that residents prefer locations on quiet cul-de-sacs, request
more imaginative design, greater privacy, a wider range of layouts and house
types, and also they are critical if plot sizes were too small, densities too
great, and there is the lack of landscaping (Carmona, 2001). Segal clearly
stated that Irwin and Bockstaed’s model of how neighborhood interactions
can affect long-term patterns of land use the neighborhood effects for land
development are negative, which may reflect congestion effects. Centrally
employed households may select suburban settlements because they want
to minimize the contact with congestion, air pollution, and high crime rates
(actual or perceived) that are found in the central city.
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3.2.1.3 Comparison between City Centre and Suburb
Studying the residential choice and satisfaction with respect to psychological
and social aspects of household composition and environment of housing
conclude that there are not only conditions, obligations and needs but also
opportunity of choices. These residential location choices are usually city
centre and suburb. As it was mentioned previous sections congestion and
disorganization of city life, increasing crime and urban decay are affecting
households’ location decisions and making cities less attractive. Besides,
inadequate services - such as residential accommodation, secure place for
children, reduction in the quality of infrastructure, communications, shopping
- in other words the decaying quality of city life, city is condemned for most of
the households. So, are there only problems of the city life that force
households for looking different residential locations? Do the households go
far locations for living? Or, are there any other factors, something else?
“The existence of a well-preserved historical center may lead
the rich households to cluster nearby to enjoy the benefit of a
rich cultural life (as in Kyoto or Paris). Likewise, natural
amenities available near the city limits may induce a similar
clustering at the city fringe to permit the rich consumers to
benefit from a better natural environment. To the extent that
rich households value being together (a club effect), historical
or natural amenities may act as a focal point (Bruekner, Thisse
and Zenou 1999).” (Fujita, Thisse 2002)
Fujita express that pull factors of both city center and suburbs. Similarly,
Clark stated the movement to suburbs as not to escape from the city center
but to be a desire to secure a house in which to live. And he made research
about residents that is concluded that the only important criterion for young
residents was to be close to work place, shopping centers, and entertainment
area. The city center offered everything they wanted except house, thus
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there was nothing about the city (Clark, 1966). For the family side the only
problem was the housing size. Most of the housing services and size became
not sufficient to households with children in the city center. Households were
forced into the outside of the city to find a way of life and a kind of housing
they required. In the same way to Clark’ research, Carmona compiled the
research that is about the factors that let households move to their current
location.
Table 3.2: Determination of factors (urban push and suburban pull) of
moving outside of the city by households.
New speculative housing - push and pull factors (Mulholland Research Associates Limited,
1995)
Urban 'push' factors

%

Suburban 'pull' factors

%

Traffic problems/lack of safety 39

Attractiveness of development

57

Busy crowded nature of

23

Quiet secluded area

46

20

Good environment for children

30

Poor environment for children 17

Safety from traffic

29

Lack of adequate gardens

17

Good local schools

26

Poor parking facilities

15

Green open environment

21

Lack of privacy

13

Proximity to other families

20

Noisy troublesome neighbors 12

Clean unpolluted environment

19

High levels of pollution

12

Good views of countryside

15

Street disturbances

12

Good privacy

15

Poor standard of schools

8

Secure environment from crime

10

context
Levels of crime

Source: Carmona, M. 2001

It is obvious most of the highly rated factors are about environmental. While
negative effects of traffic and lack of safety cause movement, same
considerations loose their importance to settle. It can be concluded from the
table 3.2 that households do not escape from urban life but be attracted by
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suburban life because pull factors are much more ranked considering to push
factors.
Most of the researches in Turkey show similarities with the table 3.2,
whereas priorities change. For example of suburban pull factors, clean and
neat environment, and not polluted pure air of suburban development
( mamo lu, 1996) is the most ranked factor for residents to prefer outside of
the city center. To be far from the city center is ranked second, and privacy of
house is ranked third in the same research by mamo lu ( mamo lu, 1996;
enyapılı, 2003). These factors continue with good environment for children,
green environment and attractiveness of new developments.
Only privacy is related with the housing type, single housing that dominate
over suburban developments and hard to realize in the city center. But other
factors are mostly related with the environment also they are met with
apartment housing. Although households’ dependence and affection to their
house mostly changes according to socio-economic level, mamo lu express
that households which live on the fringe of the city feel affection for their
houses and environment ( mamo lu, 1996).

enyapılı stated push factors of

inner districts of residential areas in the city for the reasons of
decentralization as dissatisfaction of physical conditions of existing living
environment, insufficient space of housing unit, and negative effects of social
environment ( enyapılı, 2003). On the contrary, physical conditions of
environment and housing characteristic factors are not ranked highly in
Carmona’s research. Such as traffic problems, densely population and lack
of services for population are mostly occurred by the agglomeration of
buildings.
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3.3 Planning and Urban Design Implications for Apartment Housing
3.3.1 Planning System and Market Relationship
The relationship between the urban planning system and the land and
housing market is a long debated issue. Planning regulation and institutions
have been developed when unregulated development of cities during the
industrial revolution caused great environmental and public health problems.
The current concern is to what extent planning regulations are in lines with
market conditions, and if planning decisions cause inefficiencies in the
functioning of the land and housing markets.
It has been observed that planning system does not operate independently
from the market conditions. Although economists claim that planning
restrictions and granting development rights for certain areas only cause
scarcities in land provision that leads to the rise in land and housing prices
(Ball, Kirwan, 1977; White, Allmendinger, 2003), it is not difficult to show
positive welfare implications of such differential (and phased) land
development decisions, on the grounds of efficiency of infrastructure
investments and supervision of development activity. Moreover, planning
system affect output, location, density and quality of housing development
which have benefits, and provide public amenities that might otherwise not
exist under market conditions. An unregulated market probably fails to
provide housing for all members of society because of profit considerations
and also may not be concerned about social cost or social necessities of
society, or the natural environment. Under such conditions, there has been a
role for intervention which is mainly in terms of land use planning that has an
impact on the housing market together with specific policies.
Considering locations and housing types, in terms of demand for housing by
upper income groups in a particular area may not be perfectly substitutable
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by another area. Therefore, the extent of the relative price differential will
depend on the degree of substitutability between areas and housing types in
the market (White, Allmendinger, 2003), whereas it is hard to manage these
relative price differentiations in the planning system with policies which are
considered as an exogenous variable. Planning system tries to balance
demand side by providing the amount of land needed for housing, which is
estimated by population forecasts and information on household formation
rates by comparing with existing stock. Due to these factors, it was shown
that housing prices are differentiated over space in Ankara where demandsupply equilibrium is not existed and where there are agglomerations of high
income groups at specific locations (Türel, 1981).
The critical issue within the context of this study in whether development
densities that are determined by plans are in conformity with the spatial
distribution of land and housing prices as well as with the preferences of
inhabitants. It is expected that there should not be much diversion between
market conditions and development rights in Ankara.
3.3.2 Planning and Residential Preferences for Apartment Housing
Except for one or two examples such as luxurious high-rise apartments and
high-tech condominiums, apartments are the indicators of middle class
(income groups) in today'
s cities. They are generally designed for solution to
concentration of residents in specific urban locations, to provide necessary
housing units. There are also other factors, such as demographical forces,
and a need of less expensive housing that creates apartment housing.
However households are faced with scarcity of choices between provisions
and forced to settle in the apartment housing disregarding their needs.
Considering planning and design issues, the visual effect of the townscape
and the standards derived from concern for residential amenity dominate the
planning process and practice. However there should be accomplished
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issues of the planning process for agglomeration of apartment housing and
the importance of these issues lies in a better understanding of people’s
preferences for attractive housing and residential environments
Location is the primary issue according to nearness to public transport
nodes, shopping centers, employment centers and other community facilities.
In general, the inner city transportation shapes the housing developments
and also the density. It is expected that the higher accessibility to the center
brings higher density. Transportation nodes pull investments for housing and
population. On the contrary increasing private car ownership causes
spreading to the city boundaries and decreases the density of central
settlements,

and

brings

dispersions.

Besides,

new

investments

or

improvements in the system of the means of transportation that reduce
monetary costs of commuting or transport time are factors that cause
flattening of land rents and population densities.
Second issue is density. Due to housing provision, there should be a balance
between the service area and building density by choosing housing types
and dwelling unit sizes. This balance generally determines the quality of
environment and social structure of residents. Changing lifestyle and family
structure affect necessity of housing size and service area. In Rapoport’s
article, dwelling size has been going up while household size in the USA has
decreased. A space for housing based on lifestyles is pointed to be a result
of a reduction of constraints and related to status and changes in lifestyle.
(Rapoport, 2001).
Third issue is environment; there should be adequate open space around
buildings and accessible recreational opportunities. Because traditional
perceptions of desirable residential form can be defined as households want
to live in a safe, quiet, peaceful and green village environment. It should be
suitable for their families with parking facilities, public services, communal
areas and amenities that are adequate as part of residential developments.
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Lastly, apartment residential development provides coherent space in order
to develop social relation and offer lifestyle which is comfortable, convenient
urban life and encouraging a sense of community. These are provided by
successful urban design schemes. Housing should be considered as the
focus point of this urban design success. In this context urban design and
planning have great impacts on the provision and the choice of an apartment
housing, as considered with land use, transport, employment location and a
range of other social and economic activities.
3.3.3 Planning and Design Principles
There are basic design principles to reach successful urban environment and
housing; quality of spaces, local identity, ease of movement, density, security
and comfort, environmental sustainability, management and maintenance
(Carmona, 2001). Most of them could be attained by new residential
developments easily; on the contrary, there are lots of difficulties and
practical application problems for existing residential areas because of
regulations on existing sites encounter limitations and constraints of given
rights. Nevertheless housebuilders’ concern for design extends only so far as
their market strategies allow. Obviously better design results in higher sales
values for their products. But, it is hard to cover an expense of the design
costs and furthermore the builders’ major aim, maximizing profit, will not be
achieved limiting products. Because increasing unit of products mostly
causes reducing design quality within the budget constraint.
Besides design quality, actors of housing market, especially planning
authorities should be concerned for the public interest, including protection of
the

environment

by

limiting

environmental

damage

of

residential

development. They have to release enough land for housing efficiently and
on time, while considering other planning demands such as economic
development and achievement of basic residential amenity – light, space,
privacy, parking…etc – (Carmona, 2001). For example apartment housing
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that is far from the CBD is generally a product of public policy and helps to
minimize environmental degradation by directing low-intensity development
into the countryside (Nelson, Sanchez, 1997) by designated low floor area
ratio. These new designed settlements are attractive for households and
public transport decreases transport cost with railways and highways which
can carry commuters to many more locations more efficiently. Nevertheless
there are economic wastes; these transportation opportunities mostly
unprofitable and only for social purposes, and services such as shopping, fire
protection, police, water, electricity, sewerage are all removed to suburbs
where concentration of population is low. There are also social wastes for the
city such as the isolation of suburban residents and deprivations by
weakening relationships.
Tekeli stated that in the mass housing provisions the owner of the house is
not known at the beginning of construction, thus it should offer variety and
choice. And the change in value of housing unit is more important than the
value of usage. In contrast individual housing production is produced for
usage not for sale, so that the value of usage defines the design process.
Building cooperatives are careful in housing productions for their partners’
needs; that’s why values, tastes and cooperatives’ social position define
housing design. Small-capital housebuilders (yapsatci) prefer mainly the
most developed and prestige parts of the city to realize provision. In these
areas housing units are large in size, in construction luxurious materials are
used, and the type of housing is apartment housing. High value of urban land
in developed part of the city forces yapsatçı to construct apartments (Tekeli,
1982).
Another impact on the design of apartment housing and on the relationship of
buildings is national building regulations and codes. They affect functionality
and shaping aesthetics of residential developments and also choice of
materials, accessibility, layout and orientation of buildings that determine the
quality of residential development. Considering apartment housing, height
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controls of the buildings are part of the urban design objectives for a
neighborhood and should be appropriate to adjacent buildings and the width
of the street according to its capacity.
Apartment housing brings new elements with themselves such as elevators,
staircases and balconies. These elements also bring new problems. For
example; balconies whose primary function is to satisfy the need for open
space in high-rise buildings may be considered insecure for children and
insufficient for outdoor activities. Although staircases are common places as
shared entrance to home, the cognition of an individual of going out is hard to
satisfy with shared entrance. Thus in high-rise buildings privacy is only
achieved inside the housing unit, besides privacy is obtained with balconies
or roof gardens as a private outdoor space. On the contrary socializing in
shared outdoor space on roof, ground around building, shared entries,
hallways, elevators, and stairs if they are carefully designed for sociability.
However personalization of units is difficult (except at interior units) and all
images rely on overall apartment character and form.

3.4 Concluding Remarks
The study on characteristics of housing and its functions in detail make it
easier to understand both producers’ and households’ choices. From the
producers’ side housing has high capital values that producers can gain
excessive profit when finding a way to decrease the costs of factors of
production, especially that of land. It is known that the price of land
determined by location of land to central services, quality of services
produced and accessibility. Or find a way to increase number of outputs of
production within budget constraints by rising development densities or
increasing housing size to attain residual value. Since price of land decrease
with distance from the CBD housebuilders are expected to use less capital
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per unit of land which implies lower floor area ratio ( or emsal in Turkish)
when producing housing at a suburban location, compared to central district.
Households get maximum satisfaction of location with housing type, its
services and goods, and its environment within income constraints. By
choosing housing due to spatial immobility they also choose residential
location and type, as a consequence they try to find maximum attained
consumption of housing services against other factors related to overall
expenditures as determined by relative price levels. As land housing prices
decrease with distance from the CBD, households are expected to consume
more land and housing by moving to a suburban location from an inner one.
An increase in consumers’ income raises demand for more housing services
and also leads to a decrease in the relative value of commuting costs, thus
making locations in the suburbs more desirable.
These movements should be considered as a result of attraction of suburban
life and its pull factors, not an escape from urban life. It is estimated that
these residential movements in Ankara explain an expectation of different
lifestyles according to location and apartment housing choices. Besides
apartment housing attributes such as size, safety and comfort and
affordability; and its provision of differentiated privacy, social opportunity,
density

of

residential

environment

and

homogenous

neighborhood

characteristics should be considered in the study. Because apartment
housing choice is not the result of established lifestyle of dwellers in Ankara.
Dominance of apartment housing should be consideration of limited choices
for households, and be reflection of capital insufficiency, scarcity of urban
land provision and pressures of market system.
The main hypothesis derived from the economic approaches is that although
it is observed that apartment housing is produced in every location in urban
space in Ankara, development densities of land should be decreasing with
distance from the CBD, in conformity with the decline in land prices and
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preferences of households. Planning regulations that have been in effect
since Jansen Plan should be in lines with this market conditions. This supply
rationality is expected to be in conformity with the preferences and housing
consumption decisions of households.
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CHAPTER IV
HOUSING PROVISION WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF SUBURBANIZATION
AND DECENTRALIZATION

4.1 Production of Apartment Housing by Different Forms of Provision in
Turkey
In Turkey according to Tekeli, housing supply is considered in seven types;
individual housing production, building cooperatives' housing production,
developers’ housing production (yapsatci and large-capital builders), mass
housing cooperation’s production, building cooperative associations' and
local administrations' housing production, individual squatter production,
semi-organized squatter production (Tekeli, 1982). These provisions were
appeared as a solution of housing problems at different time to settle different
parts of society. Thus we can see provision types at the same time only with
different relative importance.
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Table 4.1: Classification of housing provisions
a) owner-occupied
status of user

house
b) house for rent

legislative public improvements

a) authorized house
b) squatter
a) single house

degree of supply

b) apartment house
c) mass housing

According

a) small

to

size

b) medium
c) large
a) constructed-

degree of possibility for adding new
units

completed
b) possibility to new
developments

excess market value of materials
used in the construction

a) luxurious houses
b) non-luxurious houses

Source: Tekeli, 1982
As the aim is to own a house to live, not for sale, individual housing
production is mostly composed of single houses. Building cooperatives are
formed for providing participants to own a house easily and sensitive for their
participants’ desires, thus most of the times they produce single family
housing. On the contrary mass housing cooperation, and building
cooperative associations'and local administrations'housing apartments are
produced to decrease unit cost and to increase the number of housing units.
Only except for advertisement purposes and creating an alternative provision
to apartment housing life they use single housing production. Developers
produce only apartments to get excess profit after sharing the housing units
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that they produced with landowners. Squatter housing productions vary in
housing types. It depends on producers’ resources. Generally with limited
resources they can produce single houses.

Table 4.2: Number of authorized housing units between the years 1970 and
1980

Years

Single

Apartment

House

House

Total

Change in

Ratio of

Housing

Apartment

Production %

%

1970

51731

103984

155715

-

66,78

1971

55974

94383

150357

-3,44

62,77

1972

56054

105889

161943

7,71

65,39

1973

59597

135354

194951

20,38

69,43

1974

51142

109905

161047

-17,39

68,24

1975

55454

126231

181685

12,81

69,48

1976

57175

167405

224580

23,61

74,54

1977

52863

163265

216128

-3,76

75,54

1978

66640

170457

237097

9,70

71,89

1979

70275

181571

251846

6,22

72,10

1980

56435

147554

203989

-19,00

72,33

Source: Tekeli, 1982
According to the Table 4.2, we can see the greater part of the total
authorized housing production is composed of apartment houses. Depending
on changes in total housing production, apartment housing production
showed fluctuations yet preserve its share in total production. Also in this ten
year period there were steadily increases in its ratio to housing production. In
1980 the ratio of apartment housing production to total production was 72 per
cent whereas in 1970 only 67 percent of production was apartment houses.
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4.1.1 Investors of Apartment Housing Production
In building censuses in Turkey, SIS classifies investors of housing production
in seven types; Private Enterprise, Construction Cooperative, Government
Funded Organizations, Government and Private Funded Organizations,
Special Administrations, Municipalities, and State Economic Enterprises.
When we compare construction statistics in 1992 and 2002 for Turkey and
Ankara (Table 4.3), it will be concluded that there is an enormous change in
investor types of the housing provision in Ankara between the years 1992
and 2002. In Ankara share of construction cooperatives and public sector
decrease to one third as before, private sector increase from share of 52% to
87%. In 1992 and in 2002 the dominant investor type was private enterprise
in both Turkey and Ankara. Does this similarity about producers’ type in
Ankara and Turkey reflect to product as the same type of housing units?
According to construction permits in 2002 in Table 4.4 it is clear that the
product of private provision is completely different in Ankara than in Turkey.
Table 4.3: Comparison of investors of housing production according to
construction permits in 1992 and 2002
1992
TURKEY

2002
ANKARA

TURKEY

ANKARA

Private Ent.

103115

75%

3656

52% 39997

85%

2734

87%

Const. Coop.

30709

22%

2262

32%

11%

310

10%

Gov. Funded
Org.
Gov. &
Private
Funded Org
Special
Admin.

5089

1285

1602

1117

58

236

18

309

8

114

2

110

6

Municip.

1363

804

559

28

State E. Ent.

1168

101

61

9

Public Total

4166

3%

1085

137990

100%

7003

Total

16%

2156

4%

109

3%

100% 47242

100%

3153

100%

Source: Building Construction Statistics in 1992 and 2002
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Housing Provision in Ankara 1992
Private Sector

52%

32%
Construction Coop.

16%
Public Sector

Figure 4.1: Comparison of the investors of housing provision in Ankara
(1992)

Housing Provision in Ankara 2002
Private Sector

87%

10%
3%

Construction Coop.

Public Sector

Figure 4.2: Comparison of the investors of housing provision in Ankara
(2002)
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Table 4.4: Completed New Buildings by Investor According to Construction
Permit - 2002

Privt.
Ent.

Gov.
Const
Funded
Coop.
Org.

Gov. &
Private
Funded
Org

Special
Admin.

Muncp.

State E.
Ent.

TOTAL

ANKARA
# of
Buildings
# of
Dwelling
Units

2734

310

58

8

6

28

9

3153

26825

1906

3

22

0

53

3

28812

Average
# of Dwel.
Unit

9,8

6,1

0,1

2,8

0

1,9

0,3

9,1

TURKEY
# of
Buildings

39997

5089

1117

309

110

559

61

47242

131598 23561

4403

464

47

1834

13

161920

4,6

3,9

1,5

0,4

3,3

0,2

3,4

# of
Dwelling
Units
Average
# of Dwel.
Unit

3,3

Source: Building Construction Statistics in 2002

In the year 2002 private sector are the main investors for building and it will
be understood that they have a greater role in apartment housing in Ankara
when the dwelling units are examined. That will be explained in the types of
the building, i.e. private enterprises make investments mostly on apartments
whereas construction cooperatives make investments on single houses or
low rise housing and non-housing units. Also there is a point that might be
discussed is; the difference of investors in Turkey and Ankara. Construction
cooperatives produce mostly apartments and private enterprises produce
generally single houses in Turkey. We can see the contradiction in
investments in Ankara. Single houses are produced generally by construction
cooperatives. Total average number of dwelling units shows that the
dominance of apartments in provision of housing units. Moreover in 2002 the
number of total produced dwelling units in Ankara is 28812 which has a
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share of 17,79% in proportion to total produced dwelling units. Whereas
comparing population of Ankara with population of the country, it has only %8
share which is extremely small concerning housing provision proportion. In
fact country’s urban population increased (30,75%) more than Ankara’s
urban population increase (24,81%) between 1990 and 2000.

4.2 Formation of Apartment Housing in Ankara
The provision of apartment housing started with the birth of modern industrial
society and as a result of new middle class’ necessities of residential areas at
accessible locations to workplaces (as close as possible), in the 19th century
(Kıray, 1998; Aktuna, 2003). This concentration of housing and population in
limited urban land caused vertical development on residential areas.
Because apartment housing makes it possible constructing more than one
housing unit on the same plot, thus created the possibility for limited income
households to own or rent a housing unit due to decreasing cost of housing.
First examples of these type of housing provision were seen in stanbul;
Akaretler (1880-1987) for English minority, Sourp Agop (1890), Harikzadegan
Apartments and Tayyare Apartments (1922). Pera and Galata were also
early examples of apartment housing development in stanbul (Gür, 2000;
Aktuna, 2003). In view of Ankara, at that time there were not sufficient
necessity, and also not adequate capital accumulation and technology for
apartment house construction (Balamir, 1994).
Only after the proclamation of Ankara as a capital city, the apartment housing
development began with Re it Ayvaz and his partnership in 1924. There
were Vakıf Houses (1927), Vakıf Apartments (Tekeli, 1996) – I. Belvü Palas
and II. Evkaf Apartment – (1926-1930), by private provision of 11 apartment
housing in front of Ankara Castle and around Vakıf Apartments, and 5
Hamamönü Vakıf Houses (1924-1925) (Cengizkan, 2002; Gür, 2000).
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Besides Vakıf housing there were also rental houses (1931) on I ıklar,
Hisarpark and Anafartalar Streets in Ankara (Gür, 2000). After finishing
nearly 200 houses with the help of public participation, it was decided to give
up the policy about participating housing development in 1926 by municipality
(Cengizkan, 2002), subsequently apartment housing construction seriously
affected with this decision. At that time apartment housing production was
extremely costly and thus there was a strong need of capital accumulation.
Increasing number of flats brings more profit especially provision was held on
prestige areas. Besides apartment housing provided modern life style.
Therefore, only high income groups preferred apartment housing, whereas
middle income groups preferred single low-rise housing. After Second World
War, this situation was changed by increasing urbanization which rise
demand on housing and increase urban land values that made impossible to
provide single house on one parcel (Tekeli, 1979). Apartment housing mostly
become an only choice for middle income groups.
4.2.1 Apartments in the Historical Development Process and in Spatial
Structure within the Legislation and the Planning Context in
Ankara
4.2.1.1 Planning Context
During Ankara’s planning processes speculative housing development mostly
forced to change planning decisions. Both Jansen’s and Uybadin-Yücel’s
plans were affected these forces. Although these plans were insufficient to
meet development of Ankara, brought regulations and tried to direct city
spread. Following plans for Ankara, for the years 1990 and 2025 brought
more structural approach than former plans.
In the planning context of Ankara, the most influential factor has always been
urban population growth (Table 4.5). It was hard to provide accommodation
for unexpectedly increasing population within the economic constraints and
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absence of technical experience, thus made pressure on existing residential
areas

by

increasing

density

and

building

heights.

Appearance

of

unauthorized housing is another outcome under these circumstances. As a
consequence of these facts, problems that have been already mentioned
partially in previous chapters, can be considered in the physical and the
social context. Considering Ankara, most of the physical problems are related
with the density of buildings and population, and their effects on the
environment.

Table 4.5: Population progress between 1927 and 2000, and urban
population change in Ankara8

Year

Population

Population
Increase

Urban
Population

Rural
Population

Urban
Population
Increase

Proportion
of Urban
Population

1927
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
19959
2000

404581
534025
602965
695526
819693
1120864
1321380
1644302
2041658
2585293
2854689
3306327
3236626
3622243
4007860

31,99%
12,91%
15,35%
17,85%
36,74%
17,89%
24,44%
24,16%
26,63%
10,42%
15,82%
-2,11%
11,92%
10,65%

99066
152695
188416
279491
348552
551364
783351
1069761
1467304
1997980
2238967
2737209
2836719
3188620
3540522

305515
381330
414549
416035
471141
569530
537529
574541
574354
587313
615722
569118
399907
433623
467338

54,13%
23,39%
48,34%
24,71%
58,19%
42,08%
36,56%
37,16%
36,17%
12,06%
22,25%
3,64%
12,41%
11,04%

24,49%
28,59%
31,25%
40,18%
42,52%
49,19%
59,32%
65,06%
71,87%
77,28%
78,43%
82,79%
87,64%
88,03%
88,34%

Source: Population Census 2000

8

In Ankara urbanization process still continue, that is concluded from urban population

increase steadily between 1927 and 2000, even if the population of Ankara Province was
decreased from 1985 to 1990, because of the districts of Kırıkkale, Delice, Keskin and
Sulakyurt were separated from the province of Ankara in 1989.
9

1995 population quantities are estimated by calculation with respect to the average

increase between 1990 and 2000
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From the year 1927 to 2000 Ankara population has regularly increased as
similar to the national population growth. But with the help of being a capital
city, urban population ratio increase exceeded Turkey’s average. Urban
population in Ankara had the great part of these increases, even attracted
whole increase while rural population began to decrease after 1955. In
Ankara urban population growth had always been faster than total population
growth. Thus the proportion of urban population increased continuously and
the share of urban population to total population became stable near 2000 at
the share of 88%. Urban growth did not spread to every part of Ankara. In
Table 4.6, although it can be concluded that there were always sufficient
provision of urban space for increasing population, in fact most of these
urban areas were not equipped with infrastructure and superstructure.
Besides the agglomeration on some locations brought deficiency of
infrastructure.
Table 4.6: Urban population progress and urban area growth in Ankara
between 1927 and 2000

Year
1927
1932
1944
1956
1970
1985
2000

Urban
Population
74.553
110.000
220.000
455.000
1.236.152
2.285.904
3.174.296

Urban Area
300
710
1900
3650
13778
26892
31221

Density
249
155
116
125
90
85
102

Change in
Pop.
47,55%
100,00%
106,82%
171,68%
84,92%
38,86%

Change in
Area
136,67%
167,61%
92,11%
277,48%
95,18%
16,10%

Source: Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977; Altaban, 1986; Altaban, 2002; CP401
Studio Project, 2000
These developments on specific location cause increase in density and
brought problems in the physical context. Firstly, high density development
cause insufficiency of infrastructure; especially parking areas, green areas,
and playgrounds for children do not sustain excessive population
concentration. Allowance to build extra storey below the ground level on the
sloping parcels leads to the increase in density with 4 households for each
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storey. Çakan and Okçuo lu expressed that 1961 District Building Height
Regulation Plan brought huge amount of development and provided new
demand to increase building heights for a long time. Moreover the plan
brought lots of problem to the city by adding storey to the buildings with
consequences such as;
- unpleasant built environments were created by application the plan,
- not suitable for climate conditions of Ankara,
- not compatible with existing buildings static systems,
- inconvenience for the inner installations of buildings,
- allowance to built a roof storey as if it is a normal storey,
- tearing down of buildings that did not finish its economic life to build highrise apartments (building life decreased nearly 15 years) (Çakan, Okçuo lu,
1977). Most of the buildings that did not finish their economic life were torn
down and replaced by higher apartments, accordingly the density of quarters
increased (Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977; Altaban, 1986).
Secondly, materials that were used in the production of many apartments
were not good in quality. High rise apartments change the city silhouette,
block the sunlight, change the climate of the city and cause air, light and
noise pollution. For example, in 1965 District Building Regulation Plan
brought excessive increase of the heights of apartment housing in built up
areas and gave a new shape to the central parts of the city; especially in
Dikmen, Ayrancı, Esat and Gazi Osman Pa a districts excessive
development filled valley sides on the south-north direction and damaged the
natural characteristics of the areas and blocked air ventilation channels
(Altaban, 1986). Consequently, in these quarters air pollution increased with
exceeding the population density of 350 persons per hectare (Çakan,
Okçuo lu, 1977). These calculations were related with existing residential
density increase and its limited serviced area.
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Table 4.7: Total and per person service area10 in 1970
Housing area
Bahçelievler - Emek
Cebeci
Çankaya – GOP - Yıldız
Maltepe – Anıttepe - Mebusevleri
Ayrancı
Aydınlıkevler
Küçükesat
Etlik
Keçiören
Yenimahalle - Kar ıyaka

Source: Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977

Total Service Area
(Hectare)
8,85
6,02
8,42
15,33
4,86
12,78
1,79
7,49
6,40
13,01

Area per one
2
person (m )
1,60
1,07
2,55
4,13
1,32
2,91
0,40
2,94
1,28
2,96

Besides required service area, deficiency of equipment of apartments such
as fire stairs, elevator, and closed parking caused problems in the physical
context. By increasing private car ownership parking availability has become
the biggest problem in the densely populated districts.
Social context of these problems are much more complicated. Individualism
increased, weaken the relationships between neighborhoods and becoming
hard to find solution on common problems such as; sharing living spaces,
managing and maintaining the apartment. These problems forced people to
move to the fringe of urban areas or obtain second housing at different
locations. Changing tastes, incomes or social statutes lead people to change
their residential choices. At the beginning living in an apartment housing flat
was the sign of modern life style and prestige, however nowadays apartment
housing are the basic residential style for middle and lower income groups.
On the contrary single houses become hard to obtain and turn out to be the
sign of status and prestige.

10

2

In 1973 ANPB stated that 16,30 m (composed of primary school 3,20; secondary school

1,8; high school 2; green area 8; health 0,3; culture 0,5; administrative 0,1; other 0,4) service
area per person had to be arranged (Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977).
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4.2.1.1.1 Jansen’s Plan Period 1928
Jansen’s Plan was important to establish the capital city which symbolized
the new regime and the new country. Besides this major aim, Jansen stated
his priorities such as sensitivity to natural environment, considering
aesthetics, economic conditions and healthy urban environment with open
and green areas. Thus the plan offered low density residential areas.
Jansen had to prepare the city plan according to 300 thousand residents as
given to him by the authorities, but his plan could accommodate only 150
thousand residents (Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977; Tankut, 1993). This low density
residential development was only for 150 thousand residents, but it was
stated that it was possible to accommodate 300 thousand residents by rising
densities in the same planned area, however the population exceeded 400
thousand in that plan period.
According to Tekeli, Jansen was against the diffusion of apartment house all
over the city, thus apartment housing development was limited on Atatürk
Boulevard and around Kızılay district in his plan (Tekeli, 1996). There were
other possible reasons such as economic, technological and technical
constraints to built apartments. In general, Jansen’s Plan proposed 2 storey
for residential buildings, maximum 3 storeys for mixed used buildings in
Ankara (Tankut, 1993), where all buildings were designed with front and rear
gardens. After the end of Jansen’s contract in 1939 these areas were
exposed to density increase (Tankut, 1993; Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977).
4.2.1.1.2 Uybadin-Yücel’s Plan Period 1957
In 1950s by deficiency of existing plan, introducing a new plan became
essential for the extremely rapidly developing city. Annual population growth
ratio reached nearly 12 %, and most of this increase was compensated by
unauthorized housing. The plan tried to contain the increasing population
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mostly in the existing developed area by regulating the residential densities
and service areas. Augmentation of unauthorized house building and lack of
financial sources restricted the planned development. Therefore planning
decisions were not put into practice, but they only offered a new regulation to
building heights by increasing building height. In this plan period adequate
residential space was provided vertically with District Building Regulation
Plans and opening up new development by partial land development plans.
Jansen’s Plan did not manage with population increase, similarly UybadinYücel were misled in population estimation. They designed plan for the
population of 750 thousand residents for the year 1977, however the
population reached nearly 1,5 million at that year. These unexpected
population pressures eased to make modifications on plans which worked
efficient only within their designed context.
4.2.1.1.3 Ankara Development Plan 1990
In the analyses for the preparation of the plan, it was found out that the
density of residential areas reached their maximum points, whereas service
areas were insufficient to handle population. Local services such as primary,
secondary and high schools; open space; cultural and entertainment,
administrative, health and religion service areas were all below the necessary
areas per person. And also urban services education, open space and sociocultural service areas were far away that it should be.
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Table 4.8: Comparing regions with respect to service area in 1970

Region Name
KüçükesatKavaklıdere
Ayrancı
ÇankayaYıldızevler
Dikmen-Öveçler
Devlet
BalgatÇukuranbar
Bahçeli-Emek
MaltepeAnıttepe
Sö ütözü

Gross
Housing
Area
(hectare)

Gross
Density
(person/
hectare)

Local
Service
Area
(hectare)

Necessity
Local Area
Service
(hectare)

Area for
residential
usage
(hectare)

44265

151.35

292

1.79

72.13

-

36934

268.61

138

4.86

60.22

-

32962

495.49

67

8.42

53.73

208.15

41266
5601

637.33
16.82

65
332

5.43
3.06

67.26
9.14

125.50
6.50

20221

319.41

63

4.25

32.95

272.25

55160

257.76

214

8.85

89.90

-

37157

145.41

256

15.33

60.57

-

2800

72.33

39

0.63

4.59

268.55

1970
Pop.

Source: Ankara Nazım Plan eması Raporu 1977

In Table 4.8 districts are selected from the west and south of the CBD to
compare existing situation with respect to dwelling units densities of
apartment housing in Chapter 4.4. According to local services all do not have
the necessary area, even if there was not any newly development area.
Excessive housing provision by apartments and consequently population
increase in existing districts cause decreasing service area per person.
Indicators show that in some districts necessary service areas are ten times
greater than existing area. In the 1990 Development Plan this problem was
handled, and offered corridor style planning and dispersion of population by
creating suburbs as the planning policy to bring a solution for the high density
problems, agglomerations on specific locations and deficiency of service
areas. At this direction the plan proposed that development of the city will be
towards the south-west and north-west direction.
4.2.1.1.4 Ankara Development Plan 2025
The same problems that have been mentioned in the 1990 plan are also
being considered in the 2025 Development Plan. Therefore to overcome
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these problems, the plan attracted attention to decentralizing urban services
and functions. Trying to create a balance population and the labor force by
decentralization, it is aimed to prevent population and density increases in
the existing residential areas. Extensive and large scale shopping centers
and malls are restricted to locate near the existing CBD and they directed to
new development centers. Educational services especially private high
schools and universities (except medical faculties) are supported for
decentralization by enabling those establishing campuses at the fringe of the
city.
This decentralization policy is supported by creating new business districts
with huge shopping and cultural centers, and dispersing administrative and
public units from the CBD to the parallel directions to planned centers.
Around these centers parcels for residential use are mostly freed from height
and storey limitations by only giving floor area ratios.
4.2.1.2 Legislation Period
4.2.1.2.1 The Period after Proclamation of Ankara 1923
The first period began with the proclamation of Ankara as a capital city in
1927, where population was 74.553 and the city was located on 300 hectares
of land with the density of 248 residents per hectare. Especially around Ulus
quarter apartment housings were built among public buildings (Altaban,
1986). With the law 586 in 1925; an advance payment - half of their monthly
wages - were paid to all officials to enable them setup housing cooperatives.
And also there were compensations which were paid for housing rent to
officials with the law 1452 from 1929 to 1951.
After the declaration of Municipalities Law in 1930, Ankara Municipality was
organized and the values of lands that had development plans were
increased. This increase in urban land values made impossible to built single
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houses in one parcel. Although in 1935, building census showed that only
351 buildings were apartments in 17372 residential buildings (Türel, 1986).
Thus, in this period cooperatives pioneered to develop housing in
Bahçelievler and Güvenevler quarters supported by loans to finance
construction. In 1934 increasing the building height to 3 storeys and again in
1935 adding one flat to all buildings in Yeni ehir, and between 1936 - 1938
enlarging urban development boundaries caused increases in the height of
housing and in the density of lots (Tankut, 1993; Altaban, 1986). Some
apartments in the Kavaklıdere quarter and apartments for Ziraat Bank
employees were built due to government appropriated funds for official’s
housing in the state budget in the year 1937 and the law 1352 declared to
construct houses for officials in 1938. These policies did not work efficiently
to enable officials to own their housing. For that reason between 1939 and
1963 the housing rent increases were restricted. In the same period amnesty
laws (in 1938) led to legalize unauthorized housing outside of the plan area,
and after the year 1949 all the buildings were legalized.
In 1935 it was allowed to construct building on plot of land where did not
have plan even if they had to accept the situation after subdividing in the
future. In 1938 temporary allocation was allowed on lands that exceed 3000
m2 out of the planning area. After that planning area and municipality border
were joined and equalized, developed area grew from 1500 to 16000
hectares (Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977). In comparison to the former urban area,
10 times greater land area was led to speculative provision.
With the law 4026 in 1944 providing housing for officials was considered the
government’s duty, and consequently Namık Kemal quarter was built. In
1945 after the establishment of Ministry of Labor and Social Security and
Social Insurance Institution (SSK), then some rent of the SSK fund was
allocated for housing finance. Saraço lu quarter was an important
performance of the Emlak Eytam Bankası which was established in 1926. In
1948 Yenimahalle quarter was built with the law of 5228 that was aimed to
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increase housing production and to prevent unauthorized housing. In spite of
the growing necessity of apartment housing with increasing urban land
values; insufficient accumulation for building apartment housing and
deficiency of laws about possessing a flat limited the provision of apartment
housing. Considering not legal but the only way of possessing an apartment
flat was to buy it with the notary confirmation (Türel, 1996) in accordance to
the Notary Law dated 1948.
In 1951 municipalities were authorized for housing provision by changing the
law numbered 5656. In the same year building heights were increased along
some streets that were allowed to make a roof storey in accordance to the
decision of the Council of Ministers. Depending on that decision buildings
were allowed to build the fourth storey on Kumrular Street, on some parts of
GMK Boulevard, between Opera and Dikimevi, and between Kızılay and
Dikimevi; and the fifth storey on Atatürk Boulevard (Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977;
Tekeli, Güvenç, 1986).
4.2.1.2.2 Title Deed Law and Flat Ownership Law
After the Notary Law, with the approval of Title Deed Law in 1954 brought a
new solution for apartment housing, as it became easier to own an apartment
housing unit. As a consequence of that law, out of 3861 building permits in
1954, 2361 of them were for apartment housing; i.e. nearly 62% of housing
constructions were apartment housing (Türel, 1986). After 1954 this ratio
continued to increase following periods.
With laws 6188 in 1953, and 7367 in 1958 it is aimed to increase housing
production and to prevent unauthorized housing and than “ mar ve skan
Bakanlı ı” was established in 1958 to regulate these applications. In 1960’s it
was decided to increase all building heights by one storey in the districts of
Etlik, Çankaya, Keçiören, Yenimahalle, Dikmen and Balkiraz (Çakan,
Okçuo lu, 1977).
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After the Flat Ownership law was enacted in 1965, ownership of flats in the
apartment blocks were regulated easily and provision of apartment housing
continuously increased. Rapid production of apartment housing and their
spread out to the central city oriented the spatial organization of Ankara
towards the fringe. Especially Bahçelievler, Emek, Y.Ayrancı, Maltepe,
K.Esat, Çankaya and Aydınlıkevler quarters changed dramatically; most of
the buildings that did not complete their economic lives were torn down and
replaced by higher apartments, and accordingly the density of quarters
increased (Altaban, 1986).
4.2.1.2.3 District Building Height Regulation Plans, and Five Year
Development Plans Period
In this period, when we examine five year development plans’ policies on
housing they had almost the same aims; increasing production of housing
with limited resources, restricting luxurious housing provision, giving priority
to provide housing for poor residents, producing low cost rental housing units
to eliminate negative effects of rent payments, to prevent land speculation by
providing cheaper land, solving squatter problems, establishing necessary
institutions to reach all these aims (Balamir, 1993; Kele , 2000). In the first
Five Year Development Plan period Aydınlıkevler and Balgat were built with
the help of labor unions.
After 1960 Yücel’s opinion was asked about increasing all building heights by
one storey, with the exception of 2-3 storey ones in the districts Etlik,
Çankaya, Keçiören, Yenimahalle, Dikmen and Balkiraz. (Çakan, Okçuo lu,
1977)
“Yücel stated in his report

- Housing density exceeded

maximum values due to the existing district building height
regulation plan because of insufficiency of social and cultural
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institutions, children playgrounds, traffic problem, parking
areas, infrastructure establishment in Ankara. Thus, becoming
an apartment city, Ankara won’t be worse off with an additional
storey increase.” (Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977)
Only after one year in 1961 (1968 application year) increasing building
heights was accepted with district building height regulation plan, it was
followed by others in 1970 and 1973.

Figure 4.3: District Building Height Regulation Plan
Ankara Metropolitan Planning Bureau (AMPB) research in 1970 stated that
615,796 residents were living in the planned area whereas there were a
place for nearly 1,5 – 2 million residents according to the existing
development rights of the District Building Height Regulation Plan (Çakan,
Okçuo lu, 1977).
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Table 4.9: Estimated population densities in Ankara in 1977
Housing Area
Emek
GOP
Cebeci
Çankaya
Maltepe
Y.Ayrancı
Aydınlıkevler
Bahçelievler
Küçükesat
Mebusevleri
Etlik
Keçiören
Yenimahalle

1957 Plan
Estimation
(Persons /
Hectare)
378
390
447
321
426
473
160
69
304
148
245
100
358

Source: Çakan, Okçuo lu, 1977

1968 District Building
Height Regulation Plan
Estimation
(Persons / Hectare)
1124
1123
1122
1070
1064
1051
962
915
894
888
737
665
537

AMPB Calculation in
1977
(Persons / Hectare)
532
469
650
477
529
634
410
317
586
225
532
277
379

In 1966 with the help of the Law numbered 775, at 14 different locations
lands were expropriated to establish Squatter Housing Prevention Zones in
Ankara. These areas were later allocated to middle income households’
cooperatives in Aktepe, Sincan, Fatih and Elvankent quarters due to
prevailing credit system (Türel, 1996). At the end of 1970’s most of the high
valued urban areas almost completed rebuilding process in the inner parts of
the city and local authorities did not provide necessary urban land for
residential development. Thus, for housebuilders moving to urban fringe
where beforehand mostly immigrants forced to settle, was the only choice to
provide housing in a profitable way (Türel, 1995). These places are also
desired by mass housing producers, including middle, middle-high level
income groups’ cooperatives and their workplaces ( enyapılı, 1996; Gür,
2000). Not only housebuilders but also households wanted to move to the
outskirts of cities due to excessive increase in land prices (according to land
value), deterioration of natural environment and air pollution (Altaban, 1986).
Batıkent was built with expropriated most of its land at the urban fringe, and
Eryaman was allocated for mass housing and than transferred to the Housing
Development Administration (HDA).
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4.2.1.2.4 After 1980 Economic Stabilization Period
Beginning of 1980s construction of a single apartment housing regarded not
to be a solution for developing affordable housing (Tekeli, 1979). New
solution is transition from a single apartment housing to mass housing. In
1984 Mass Housing Law was enacted and with the help of HDA provision of
mass housing increased. Construction of mass houses for government
employees at the fringe of the city accelerated the development and
dispersion of housing out of the inland city. However the economic
stabilization program in 1980 and Government economic regulations,
particularly lofting central on the application of free interest rates affected the
demand on housing as an investment and also housing production.
Increasing interest rates led to decrease of housing investments. The Mass
Housing Law of 1984 numbered 2985 gave the priority in the allocation of
housing credits to the housing cooperatives.

4.3 Development and Spatial Allocation of Urban Population of Ankara
Depending on Distance from the CBD
We can start by offering background information on the spatial distribution of
population in Ankara. In Figure 4.4 it is expected to illustrate the spatial
allocation of urban population according to the distance from the CBD. The
Hittite Sun Statue on Sıhhıye Square is accepted as the central location “0”
and calculated distances of quarters to this center. Each KM interval
determines quarters’ location according to their distance by drawing circles
around this center, and all calculations and evaluations are made within this
point of view.
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Distance (Km)
Source: Population Census 2000; Greater Ankara
Municipality Districts Map

Population
Figure 4.4: Population Distribution in Ankara with distance from the CBD
(2000)
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In the figure 4.4, population of quarters which are in the same distance
interval are summed up, then trying to create the picture of population
distribution of Ankara Greater Municipality in relation to the distance from the
CBD. We can easily see the agglomeration from 3rd Km to 9th Km. After the
9th Km it is started to fluctuate. This can be explained as the strength of the
primary center, because in the first km land use allocations probably weigh
non-residential use. The high ratio of population (nearly 70% of population)
settles around the center and closer locations, within the first 9 Km. Around
25th Km there is an other agglomeration points (10% of population). This
population agglomeration is a clue for partial urban dispersion and success of
1990 and 2025 development plan policies on decentralization. The
movement of population and human activities from the urban center to the
periphery have taken place by creating new centers; and exurbanization as
the demographic growth in rural areas far from the city are considered in
Ankara. Another point that supports the dispersion is to show not contiguity of
residential areas in Ankara.
When we examine urban population development with respect to distance to
the CBD in Figure 4.6, closer distance loose population continuously. The
other point is about peak points of different years and the changing
fluctuations from closer areas to the far areas. The agglomerations of
population was around 3rd Km in 1970, 5th Km in 1985, whereas around 7th in
1990, and around 7th and around 25th in 2000. In these frame from 1970 to
2000 population dispersion is easily seen by existing new development areas
at 27th Km.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to the population size
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Distance (Km)
Studio Project 2000

Source: Population Census 2000; CP301

Figure 4.6: Comparison of 1970, 1985, 1990 and 2000 Population censuses
in terms of the population distribution with distance from the
CBD in Ankara
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Source: Population Census 2000; CP301 Studio Project 2000

Figure 4.7: Alternative demonstration type of Figure 4.6
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The decrease of population of districts that are close to the CBD during this
period is explained by the alter in land use decisions and dwelling units
usage. In the first 3 Km interval population decreased from the year 1970 to
2000. Quite the opposite of this decrease was the increase in building
heights as explained in the previous chapters. That may be accompanied by
the change in the functionality of residential units. The growing CBD uses
may take over the residential use and change it to non-residential uses.

Source: Population Census 2000; CP301 Studio Project 2000
Figure 4.8: 1970, 1985, 1990 and 2000 Population census allocation
comparison according to distance from the CBD

In Figure 4.8 we can compare the portion of the populations in 1970, 1985,
1990 and 2000 and their allocation with distance from the CBD. The most
striking point in the figure is lines have become flatter from 1970 to 2000. It
can be concluded that the city spread increased between 1970 and 2000.
After 15th Km bigger portion of the 2000 population settled, compared to the
previous censuses. Whereas 1970 and 1990 were still more dependent on
the central locations.
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4.4 Spatial Distribution of Existing Housing Stock According to Building
Height in Ankara
In Figure 4.9, residential and mostly residential buildings in districts which are
in the same distance interval, storey numbers are summed up than obtain the
average storey by dividing with the residential and mostly residential building
number. Obtaining average storey numbers located to their interval showed
us the allocation of apartments, i.e. agglomeration of apartments according to
distance.

Source: Building Census 2000
Figure 4.9: Average number of storeys according to distance from the CBD

Around CBD in the first Km average number of storey of residential buildings
reach the first peak and began to decrease with distance. Between 5th and
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12th Km mostly 1-2 storey residential buildings are occupied referring to the
figure 4.9. Comparing with figure 4.4 these locations are accommodated by
greater part of the population, which is about 62%. This decrease in the
number of storeys is the result of densely located one storey houses in the
quarters at the northern and eastern parts of Ankara. The figure 4.10 clearly
states that in these quarters average number of storeys is below 3. Building
height begin to increase after the 12th Km, between 13th and 18th Km show
the second peak point, and between 22nd and 28th the third peak point.
Table 4.10: 2000 population census and average number of storeys
according to distance from the CBD

Distance
From CBD
1. KM
2. KM
3. KM
4. KM
5. KM
6. KM
7. KM
8. KM
9. KM
10. KM
11. KM
12. KM
13. KM
14. KM
15. KM
16. KM
17. KM
18. KM
19. KM
20. KM
21. KM
22. KM
23. KM
24. KM
25. KM
26. KM
27. KM
28. KM

2000
Population
20435
113285
199524
248517
198371
293338
412857
348386
318309
144515
164706
51552
20139
64283
16303
79007
41180
12572
29247
10109
29367
8023
58446
78471
72769
58601
25925
31848

Residential +
Mostly
Residential
597
5828
15506
15600
17040
26635
30558
26009
35103
26125
24842
8302
619
3183
2168
6568
3375
887
3374
1189
1422
466
2370
1882
3022
1886
1478
2106

Total
Number
of
Storeys
2777
20576
34762
41360
36679
60309
71246
58721
59486
31792
40111
11738
2563
12377
7013
22221
10385
2062
5327
1847
4491
1517
10220
8841
10336
8134
4127
8690

Average
Number of
Storeys

Source: Building Census 2000; Population Census 2000

5
4
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
3
4
3
4
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to the average number of storeys of
housing and mostly housing buildings
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According to arranged data from Building Census 2000, in each quarter total
number of storeys of residential and mostly residential building are divided by
number of residential and mostly residential buildings to present building
height characteristics of quarters. In Figure 4.10 agglomeration of quarters
that have high average number of storeys around the CBD can be seen
easily. While going away from the CBD average number of storey mostly
decreases, but along some directions it increases in fact exceeds average
number of storeys around the center.
To evaluate these changes and clarify the results we classify average
number of storeys into three in Figure 4.12. By classifying it can be made
clear that residential structure of the southern and western directions differs
from other parts of the city. However average number of storey analysis is
not enough to conclude exactly the dominance of apartment buildings in
quarters’ residential structure. As an example excessive number of low rise
houses equalizes average number of storey despite of highest apartment
buildings and introduce some quarters as the same whereas they have
completely different residential structures. Therefore the share of dwelling
units in the apartment houses should be considered to achieve the
dominance of apartments. In the Figure 4.14, total number of dwelling units in
the apartments over 5 storey are rated to total numbers of dwelling units to
calculate the ratio of households that live in apartment houses for each
quarter. In the overall study area, average share of dwelling units in
apartments to total dwelling units is %53,74 which is accepted as threshold to
illustrate agglomeration, and the share over %80 in some quarters proves the
dominance of apartment housings.
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Figure 4.11: Residential built-up areas in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to the average number of storey
categories of housing and mostly housing buildings
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Figure 4.13: Drawing that visualizes distance from the CBD (each circle
increases distance by one Km.)
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of quarters with respect to the share of dwelling
units in the apartments over 5 storeys in the total number of
dwelling units
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4.5 Role of the Government and Restrictions Imposed by Planning
Decisions and Development Rights
In the new residential development areas planning decisions and regulations
on building construction are more varied except number of storeys.
According to the 2025 Development Plan (although the plan is not approved,
it is partially used in development areas) and instructions, residential areas
are mostly defined by floor area ratio (FAR, emsal) and most of the building
lots are freed from building height limitations. Developers are free to choose
their provision type that do not affect to or make great changes to in
development density. Existing residential areas near the centre are still
regulated by district building height regulation plans while new development
areas are mostly regulated by floor are ratio. Arrangements on building
height are only considered outside the district building height regulation plan
boundaries by merging lots, or by decreasing floor area of building, and then
increasing height. In Ankara Municipality’s Building Codes it is stated that
building heights on the lots outside the district building height regulation plans
are determined in two ways; first the maximum height of the building and
second planning decisions such as floor area ratio and flat area ratio.
According to instructions;
1- Maximum building height equation:
H = 0,50 + n x 3,00 (n is allowed storey number)
2- On construction binary buildings H, second building height adjusts
the existing one, even if both buildings height exceeds previously
determined maximum H.
3- On the lots that are pointed as high density construction region, H
does not exceed the distance from the front side of the building to the
middle line of the road.
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4- If there is a situation about the conservation of a monument or
historical structure, to protect its view H is determined by the regulations
on registered buildings
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to the dominant producer type of
residential and mostly residential buildings.
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4.6 Spatial variation of Apartment Housing According to the Forms of
Provision
In order to determine the dominant producer types of residential and mostly
residential buildings in the quarters are calculated by classifying the data on
producers into three groups; private enterprise, public enterprise and
cooperatives.
In the figure 4.15 it can be easily seen that building cooperatives and public
enterprises mostly choose the western side and partially the south-western
side of the city for housing provision. These agglomerations on the west and
the south-west corridors are along the main roads to some important cities of
Turkey, namely; stanbul and zmir. These public enterprise development
locations are intentionally determined in order to create gaps with the existing
settlements by jumping to the interval of 15th and 28th Km from the CBD.
Because spreading to nearly 30th Km from the center cause breaking the
continuity of residential land use, but not really broke off. Quarters which are
located on the area between these main roads are seen as a provision of
public enterprise and building cooperatives, but these quarters mostly consist
of military service areas and housing provided for military and other
employees.
Far from the CBD decreasing land prices (cheap land provision by local
administration) allowed to create these developments and by the easy
access to the centre with main roads it is considered that these districts use
mostly the CBD, despite existing subcenters. After increasing the attraction of
new developments these gaps among the CBD and subcenters getting filled
up by cooperative apartments of middle income groups that have lower
quality buildings and environment (Türel, A. 1996). This type of provision is
the only way to own a dwelling unit for middle income groups. Distinct from
the new development areas, Türel stated that these apartments are built
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mostly as 5 storeys without elevator having similar architectural plan and less
than 100 m2 their floor area, they are thus considered low standard housing.
On the contrary new development areas such as Eryaman and Konutkent
provide better quality having with carefully designed environment, sport
centers, playgrounds, and social, cultural and shopping centers even if their
addressing social group differs. Compare figure 4.12 with figure 4.15, in
these quarters mostly apartments are the products of the public sector and
building cooperatives provision, are also matched with areas mostly formed
by the apartment housing.
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CHAPTER V
COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF APARTMENT HOUSING FROM
DIFFERENT PARTS OF ANKARA IN TERMS OF
PLANNING/PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS AND USER
SATISFACTION

5.1 Evaluation of Population and Building Densities by Comparing
Spatial Variation of Apartment Housing
A research of population and building densities in Greater Ankara
Municipality borders reveals that there are certain regions which show
completely different composition within general structure of the city.
Considering quarters by gross density categories of persons per hectare11 in
Figure 5.1, an axis pass along the CBD at the northern and southern
directions define the most densely locations. Besides this axis we can see
similar agglomeration around the CBD and at far distance of the northwestern direction. Most of these quarters are populated over 200-300 person
per hectare and except Sincan district they are located within first the 10th Km
distance.
In Figure 5.2 number dwelling units of each quarters are summed up and
divided to total area of quarters to find gross density of dwelling units.
Consequences of this figure are almost same with Figure 5.1. However it can
be clearly seen that there are slightly increase of density values compared to
population densities. Especially densities of quarters at the southern part of
11

Gross density of persons per hectare is calculated by dividing 2000 population census

data of quarters to total area of quarters (including non-residential and inconvenient areas)
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the CBD are appeared noticeably whereas quarters at the northern part stay
on the same density level. We can reach two assumptions; first, number of
households in the southern quarters are probably lower than other parts of
the city and second, high share of apartment buildings increase number of
dwelling units. From the previous chapters we know second assumption is
proved and in the figure 5.3 the first assumption is confirmed with calculation
that introduces average number of persons per dwelling unit by dividing
population to number of dwelling units.
In the figure 5.3 it can be seen that there are 4 similar regions where average
number of persons per dwelling unit is 1-2; inner southern and western parts,
and distant western and northwestern parts. These regions are also
demonstrate similar apartment housing dominance, but in figure 5.1 and 5.2
they are differentiated with population and building densities. Distant western
parts has the lower density values than other three regions. Besides the
figure12 5.5 introduces that in this region most of apartment housings were
built after 1990 whereas in inner districts most of them were built between
1970 and 1990, and some were built before 1970.
It can be concluded that distant western parts are alternative residential
areas for apartment housing lifestyle while providing low density residential
environment. Because respect to their population, these inner quarters are
mostly equipped with poor service areas because of high density and
insufficiency of open areas. In order to prove these density differentiation we
make floor area ratio research along directions from the CBD to west and
from the CBD to south.

12

In figure 5.5 apartment housings in quarters are classified into three with their construction

period; before 1970, between 1970 and 1990, and after 1990.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to gross density categories of person per
hectare
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to gross density categories of dwelling unit
per hectare
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to the number of persons per dwelling unit
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In the previous chapter, analyses and the conclusion are directed to identify
sampled areas. There are 85 lots chosen for our research. They are mostly
from districts that show similar characteristics in the calculated data in the
western and south-western corridors of Ankara, and their residents mostly
have similar middle or high socio-economic level. Then floor area ratio values
are calculated from construction permits and building licenses of residential
buildings in these lots. Figure 5.4 states that the highest values are around
the CBD, and with distance from the CBD, FAR values are decreasing to 0,5.
These FAR value differences between residential areas around the CBD and
far from the CBD prove that they have highly dissimilar residential
environments. Their residential densities vary with FAR and exhibit different
residential structures in spite of the dominance of apartment housing. We
have already known from previous chapters, lower far values increase open
space in the parcel, provide lower density, and thus increase residual value.
Because increasing vertical development within lower far values decrease
horizontal development and let more open space around the building.

Figure 5.4: Drawings visualizing FARs with respect to distance from CBD
along the southern and south-western directions
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Figure 5.4 proves the hypothesis that was specified at the end of chapter 3
that housebuilders should be using less capital per unit of land with distance
from the CBD, which implies lower floor area ratio.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to the construction period of apartment
over 5 storeys
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of quarters in the Greater Ankara Municipality
borders with respect to building features; heating, elevator,
firestair, parking categorizing in 6 groups.
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5.2 Evaluation of Building Features by Comparing Spatial Variation of
Apartment Housing

Data that are collected from SIS Building Census 2000 for all quarters in the
Greater Ankara Municipality borders are evaluated in terms of building quality
that is defined according to the availability of some structural features such
as heating systems, elevator, firestairs and parking area. For the heating
system data, the ratio of buildings that have central heating and private
radiator systems; for the elevator, the ratio of the buildings that have elevator;
similarly for firestairs, the ratio of the buildings that have a firestair; and lastly
for parking area, sum up the number of buildings that have open or closed
parking areas are calculated for each quarter. Then, quarters are grouped
into 6, according to the level of endowment of apartments with these
structural features.
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I. GROUP
1,00
0,95
0,90
0,85
0,80
0,75
0,70
0,65
0,60
0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00

1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00
HEATING
HEATING
2,1%

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR
0,4%

FIRESTAIR
FIRESTAIR
0,1%

PARKING
PARKING
4,7%

Figure 5.7: Classifying quarters with respect to the level of structural features
of buildings (Group I)
206 of 400 quarters are in the Group I. These quarters are commonly
concentrated in Altında , Keçiören, Mamak and Sincan districts. In Figure 5.6
agglomerations are at the upper northern, north-eastern and eastern parts of
the CBD. Buildings in the quarters that are classified in Group I are equipped
with those structural features poorly. Compared to other groups, this group
has the lowest ratio of structural features. Heating is the most important
factor for defining the quality and comfort of a building, thus these quarters
have the lowest quality buildings as 2,1 % of buildings have central heating
or private radiator system. Low ratio of elevator and firestair features should
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be the indicators of the majority of the low-rise buildings. Quarters in Group I
match with the quarters in figures 4.10 and 4.12 since the average number of
storeys is 1,4 in these quarters. Besides the low rise residential as shown in
figures 5.1 and 5.2 these quarters are densely populated neighborhoods.
Low parking area ratio indicates that these quarters are the oldest residential
areas or unplanned areas or densely built areas, where residents are in lower
socio-economic groups.
In figure 4.14 Sincan district is shown having high ratio of dwelling units in
apartments, particularly Fatih, Ulubatlı and Yunus quarters on the northern
part of Sincan have such a characteristic. And provisions of apartment
housing in these quarters are mostly undertaken by cooperatives on lands
that are developed by public agencies. However majority of provision of
apartment housing in Group I is by the private sectors (Figure 4.15).
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II. GROUP
1,00
0,95
0,90
0,85
0,80
0,75
0,70
0,65
0,60
0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00

1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00
HEATING
HEATING
8,3%

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR
1,9%

FIRESTAIR
FIRESTAIR
2,6%

PARKING
PARKING
40,8%

Figure 5.8: Classifying quarters with respect to the level of structural features
of buildings (Group II)
Group II is another group that includes low-rise buildings with the average
number of storey 1,3. This group is attracted with the second highest firestair
ratio. Together with other low ratio of building features this high ratio is
explained with the difference of the types of buildings except housing. The
elevator ratio is low parallel to the building height, although higher ratios of
this feature and the heating system compared to Group I illustrate that in
these quarters, apartments are better in quality. These quarters are
dispersed and are mostly located away from the CBD (Figure 5.6). The gross
densities of population and dwelling unit are considerably low. According to
the figure 4.15 almost all the apartments in these quarters were created by
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private provision and mostly built after 1990 (Figure 5.5). High parking area
ratio is related to construction period of apartments, and majority of low rise
detached housing that are owned by high income groups in Gölba ı district.

III. GROUP
1,00
0,95
0,90
0,85
0,80
0,75
0,70
0,65
0,60
0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00

1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00
HEATING
HEATING
44,2%

ELEVATOR

FIRESTAIR

ELEVATOR
4,1%

FIRESTAIR
0,7%

PARKING
PARKING
12,7%

Figure 5.9: Classifying quarters with respect to the level of structural features
of buildings (Group III)

In the third group the average number of storeys of residential buildings rise
to 3,2. Comparing to others this is the only group that has no leading specific
features. Low ratio of parking area and firestairs, but higher heating and
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elevator ratios are the indicators of dominance of lower middle income
groups and moderate quality apartment housing in these quarters. In Figure
4.12, quarters belonging to this group have mostly 3-4-5 storey residential
buildings. These quarters are agglomerated at the eastern part of the CBD
and at the direction of north and north-east where there are connections to
Samsun and Airport roads. Further quarters are located close to the circular
motorway. Centrally located quarters are densely populated and have 3-4
persons per one dwelling unit on the average (Figure 5.3). Except in
Karakusunlar quarter, all the apartment residential buildings are produced by
private sector. Whereas some apartment housing belongs to the periods
earlier than 1970, the majority of apartments were constructed in the 19701990 period.
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IV. GROUP
1,00
0,95
0,90
0,85
0,80
0,75
0,70
0,65
0,60
0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00

1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00
HEATING
HEATING
45,8%

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR
10,6%

FIRESTAIR
FIRESTAIR
1,7%

PARKING
PARKING
50,1%

Figure 5.10: Classifying quarters with respect to the level of structural
features of buildings (Group IV)

South, inner west and north-west directions from the CBD are the
agglomeration areas for this group. Except Elvan and Etiler quarters, all
quarters are close to the CBD, i.e. have high relations with CBD. Average
number of storeys increased to 4 in this group. Quarters that have the
highest average number of storeys are in this group. And other quarters
generally have an average of 5 and over storey housing, and compared with
Figure 4.14 these match with the high share of dwelling units in apartment
housing. In these quarters apartment buildings’ construction period is
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generally between 1970 and 1990. In Figure 4.15 except Gayret and nönü
quarters, housing in all other quarters are the product of private sector.
These quarters are highly populated and built up areas, but considering the
household size the average is mostly 1-2, and only some dwelling units with
3-4 persons. Group IV has the second highest parking and elevator ratio
(Group VI has the highest ratio of features). All structural features ratios are
above the average ratios13 in this group. These can be interpreted that
residents of these quarters are in middle and upper middle income groups.
High ratio of parking area is explained as a result of the transformation of
single houses to apartments or changing the front and back gardens to
parking areas.

13

Arithmetic average building features of all quarters are Heating = 26,1%; Elevator = 4,1%;

Firestair = 1,0%; and Parking = 23,6 %.
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V. GROUP
0,95
0,90
0,85
0,80
0,75
0,70
0,65
0,60
0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00

1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00
HEATING
HEATING
87,8%

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR
6,9%

FIRESTAIR
FIRESTAIR
1,2%

PARKING
PARKING
19,0%

Figure 5.11: Classifying quarters with respect to the level of structural
features of buildings (Group V)

Comparison to other groups, quarters in the Group V do not show exact
location or agglomeration at any location in the city (Figure 5.6). In this group
average number of storeys decreased to 3,4. Most of quarters are in the 3-4
average storey category, but there are quarters that have an average of 6 or
more storeys. In the Figure 5.1 these quarters have the least gross density
being in the 1-100 person per hectare category. Parking area and elevator
ratios sharply decrease, compared to Group IV. But heating ratio increases
by nearly half. In these quarters apartment buildings are in good quality with
respect to heating and elevator ratio, and having a relatively new construction
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period, as in the figure 5.5 most of the quarters are created after 1990. The
majority of the producer types of the apartments are building cooperatives
and public agencies (Figure 4.15).

VI. GROUP
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0,05
0,00
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0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00
HEATING
HEATING
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ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR
14,8%

FIRESTAIR
FIRESTAIR
4,1%

PARKING
PARKING
86,4%

Figure 5.12: Classifying quarters with respect to the level of structural
features of buildings (Group VI)
Group VI has the highest ratio of building features and the highest average
storey with 4,1. In quarters of this group, average storey varies between 3
and 7. These quarters are located on the western (around Eski ehir Road),
the north-western (around

stanbul Road), and the southern (around

Konya/Adana Road) parts of the city. Except a few quarters at south-west of
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the CBD, most of the quarters in this group are 10 Km far from the CBD
(Figure 5.6). Referring to the figure 4.16, Ostim, Kentkoop, Batısitesi,

ehit

Osman Avcı, Tunahan and Eryaman at the north-west direction, and
Buketkent, Zırhlıbirlik and Bahçekapı at the west direction are the quarters
that have at least 80% of dwelling units in apartment buildings. In figure 5.5
most of apartments in these quarters have been constructed after 1990.
Almost all the apartments in these quarters are the product of public
agencies and building cooperatives.

5.2 Evaluation of Questionnaires
There 84 questionnaires that are collected after filled by residents from
apartment buildings in Ümitköy, Konutkent, Koru, Buketkent and Yenikent
quarters.
Consequently, 14% of buildings do not have elevator and 12% of them have
2 dwelling unit on a flat. 25% of them have 4 rooms, 60% have central
heating system, 77% have playground, 35% have sport area, and 10% do
not have parking area. Average number of person per dwelling unit is 3,08
and 65% of them are owner occupiers. Average monthly rent is 435 M TL for
tenants. Average number of trips per household to CBD is 2,4 for owners and
3,1 for tenants in a week.
According to tables 5.1 and 5.2 average number of working household
members and students in owner occupier households are higher than tenant
households, while share of the dwelling units where households are working
exceeds owners’ share. Besides tenant are more sensitive to be close to the
workplace and use frequently private car. Location thus is more important for
tenants than for house owners whose heads are mostly retired.
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Table 5.1: Statistical analyzes of households which are the owner of the
dwelling unit
OWNER # of DW

55

# of PER.

166

# OF
# OF
WORKERS RATIO STUDENTS RATIO
PERSONS
42
2
44
1,47
DWELLING UNIT
21
38%
30
55%
CLOSE TO
WORKPLACE
4
10%
28
64%
PRIVATE CAR
24
57%
12
27%
SERVICE
10
24%
14
32%
BUS
7
17%
12
27%

Table 5.2: Statistical analyzes of households which are tenant
TENANT # of DW

29

# of PER.

93

# OF
# OF
WORKER
RATIO STUDENTS RATIO
PERSONS
34
1,55
21
1,24
DWELLING UNIT
22
76%
17
59%
CLOSE TO
WORKPLACE
12
35%
14
67%
PRIVATE CAR
15
44%
8
38%
SERVICE
11
32%
5
24%
BUS
8
24%
2
10%

In the questionnaire the reasons are asked to clarify the choice of apartment
housing. Owners mostly reply to this question with the reason of ownership
and than secondly ownership and environment. Tenants firstly choose
environment, than economically feasible and at last environment and close to
workplace reasons.
In table 5.4 tenants have more negative opinions about apartment housing
(13,8%) than owner occupied households (10,9%). Positive opinions are
ranked as first security, and than comfortable and environment for tenants
whereas for owners these order changes as first comfortable and than other
reasons; security, neighborhood and environment.
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Table 5.3: Answers of the question about the choice of apartment housing
WHY DO THE HOUSEHOLD CHOOSE APARTMENT HOUSING?
OWNER
ENVIRONMENT
CLOSE TO WORKPLACE
FEASIBLE (ECONOMIC)
OWNER + ECONOMIC
OWNER + ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENT + CLOSE TO WORKSP.
ENVIRONMENT + ECONOMIC

OWNER
42
76,4%
1
1,8%
2
3,6%
0
3
5,5%
7
12,7%
0
0

TENANT
0
17
58,6%
2
6,9%
5
17,2%
0
0
3
10,3%
2
6,9%

Table 5.4: Opinion about the apartment housing
ALL NEGATIVE OPINIONS
SECURE
COMFORTABLE
CLEAN
ECONOMIC
NEIGHBORHOOD
WARM
ENVIRONMENT
SECURE + FEASIBLE (ECONOMIC)
COMFORTABLE + ECONOMIC + NEIGHBORHOOD
ENVIRONMENT + NEIGHBORHOOD
SECURE + WARM
COMFORTABLE + NEIGHBORHOOD
COMFORTABLE + WARM + ECONOMIC
OTHER
COMFORTABLE + SECURE + NEIGHBORHOOD

Owner
6
10,9%
4
7,3%
10
18,2%
2
3,6%
3
5,5%
4
7,3%
1
1,8%
0
3
5,5%
1
1,8%
4
7,3%
1
1,8%
0
0
14
25,5%
2
3,6%

Tenant
4
13,8%
4
13,8%
3
10,3%
0
0
0
0
2
6,9%
0
0
1
3,4%
2
6,9%
1
3,4%
2
6,9%
9
31,0%
1
3,4%
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Table 5.5: Opinion about the district
ALL NEGATIVE OPINIONS
QUIET
QUEIT + ENVIRONMENT
NEAT + FAR
RESIDENTS
NATIVE
ENVIRONMENT
NEAT + RESIDENTS
NEAT
NEAT + RES + NATURE
NATURE + FAR
NEAT + NATURE
NEAT + SHOPPING
ENV + SEC + GOOD FOR CHILDREN
ENVI + NEAT + RESI
NEAT + SECURE
QUIET + SECURE + NATURE + SHOPPING
OTHER
NEAT + NATURE + SHOOPING
QUIET + SECURE

Owner
2
3,6%
4
7,3%
1
1,8%
1
1,8%
1
1,8%
2
3,6%
2
3,6%
2
3,6%
7
12,7%
3
5,5%
1
1,8%
4
7,3%
7
12,7%
2
3,6%
4
7,3%
1
1,8%
2
3,6%
5
9,1%
3
5,4%
1
1,8%

Tenant
4
13,8%
5
17,2%
2
6,9%
0
0
0
0
0
2
6,9%
0
0
0
4
13,8%
1
3,4%
2
6,9%
0
1
3,4%
7
24,1%
0
1
3,4%

Table 5.6: Opinion about the location
ALL NEGATIVE OPINIONS
SHOPPING
FAR
CLEAN
QUIET
RESIDENTS
CLEAN + RESIDENTS
QUIET + MODERN
FAR + QUIET + CLEAN
ENVIRONMENT + RESIDENTS
FAR + QUIET
OTHER
FAR + CLEAN
QUIET + SHOPPING
QUIET + SECURE

12
3
2
0
6
1
1
2
7
1
1
15
3
1
0

Owner
21,8%
5,5%
3,6%

10,9%
1,8%
1,8%
3,6%
12,7%
1,8%
1,8%
27,3%
5,5%
1,8%

Tenant
3
10,3%
1
3,4%
1
3,4%
2
6,9%
1
3,4%
0
0
0
3
10,3%
0
0
17
58,6%
0
0
1
3,4%
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Similar higher share of negative opinions of tenants are continued within the
questions about district than owners’ in table 5.5. Tenants which have
positive opinions mostly about characteristics of district state reasons such
as; quiet, neat and close shopping center respectively. Ranking owners’
opinions differs again, firstly neatness of district than be close to natural
environment and shopping centers, quietness and characteristics of residents
of district (homogenous socio-economic level of residents) are stated.
Considering answers about opinions about location, it can be seen that share
of negative opinions of owner occupied households increase and exceed
share of tenants’ negative opinions. We can explain this situation about more
satisfaction of apartment housing and district than location by absence of
same quality apartment housing and environment at closer locations.
Therefore households have to make a choice between location and quality of
environment while buying a house. However these negative opinions about
distant location from the CBD, both higher share of answers of owners and
tenants state the positive effects of distance. To be far away from the
distance is ranked first as positive opinions about location. Moreover, tenants
and owners state cleanness and quietness of environment (again positive
effects of far away from the CBD), only within a different order.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

In the process of Ankara city development, it is obvious that urban population
increase at high rates puts pressures on the built environment. Related to
this pressure and as a result of deficiency of development plans, the fastest
and easiest solution appeared to be increasing building heights in central
districts. Because evolvement of these residential areas in the existing limited
area let to handle the problem easier compared to more expensive solutions
for the expansion due to budgetary limitation. On the contrary increasing
building heights with speculative housing provision brought issues such as
high population and building densities that resulted decreasing service areas
per person, disappearance of its natural environment and arising unfavorable
living conditions which have been difficult to manage. As a result of these
problems residents began to move out from central districts when it was
possible with rising incomes and car ownership, expansion of mass transport
services or provision of cheaper alternatives through the speculative housing
provision.
Increasing necessity of services areas by growing population as well as
increasing building heights at inner quarters, and expanding primary center
which altered its environment and affected residential areas around it provide
extremely dissimilar lifestyles according to residential environments. In this
context development planning decisions and structural plans created
opportunities for housing development and ease to develop alternative
provisions. Growing city with new transportation facilities and increasing
income and private automobile ownership decrease relative cost of
transportation in household budgets in time that make it easier to settle at far
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distances. These developments compensate increasing demand for new
housing units by changing life styles of residents and differentiation in family
structures.
In this study it is mainly hypothesized that residents would like to live in lowrise housing as moving to peripheral sides from central districts. Thus we
expect to find more single houses and fewer high-rise buildings at the fringe
of the city. Alternatively it is expected that residents would prefer low
development density (FAR) even if they choose apartment housing far from
the CBD. Furthermore it is known that increasing distance from the CBD
leads to changes in land and housing prices and provides opportunities for
residents to increase housing consumption. Small variation in transport cost
(mainly

of

public

transport)

with

distance

further

encourages

this

development.
In order to develop these hypotheses; firstly, conclusions are drawn as to the
relevance of urban economics for understanding the changing structure of
the city. Traditional bid-rent theory explains that urban land should be
allocated among activities through the price of land in a market economy and
determines the value of land with distance from the CBD. Coming to reasons
from outcomes of the theory, allocation of the factors of production should be
based on the relative price levels of all factors of production. Lastly trade-off
models explain what residents gain depending on their choices and lose in
return of these choices.
Secondly, statistical analyzes of the existing structure with the help of the
results of building and population censuses are carried out to support the
study. As shown in figure 4.14, the share of dwelling units in apartments are
increasing in the total number of dwelling units, in short in most of quarters
apartment housing is being used much more than single housing. It is
concluded that the height of housing structures are not decreasing by going
far from CBD, in fact considering to all directions from the CBD average
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number of storeys at a far distance is higher than average at closer locations.
Examining different directions separately brings that at the north average
number of storeys increases slightly, then begins to decrease, at the east it is
always decreasing, at the south first increases sharply than begins to
decrease a little, and at the west it increases sharply than becomes stable.
According to this result we decided to investigate spatial variation of
apartment housing in Ankara and to achieve different characteristics of
districts that are close to the CBD and far from the CBD in order to find the
reasons about the location and choice of apartment housing. Differentiation
of housing structure of the city clearly comes out at the end of the analysis.
Each part has its own apartment housing context and according to these
structures they provide different lifestyles. Especially with respect to figures
that demonstrate classifying quarters as the share of dwelling units in
apartments, average number of storeys, dominant producer type of
residential buildings, construction period of apartments, number of persons
per dwelling unit and building features, we can apparently state differences.
It is analyzed in two parts as producer and consumer rationalities to explain
apartment housing and building heights differentiation with distance from the
CBD. From the producers’ side, at closer locations to city center private
provisions are leading with respect to other types of provisions, while building
cooperatives and public sector provisions are dominant at distant locations.
At the inner parts of the city it is easier to get speculative profits, to create
residual value and to find consumer for private sector; it is hard for other
types of provision because of high relative costs of the factors of production,
and for building cooperatives and public sector to find large development
areas. At the outer parts of the city large available development area and
cheaper land as the most critical factor of production make it easier to create
a residual value and make it suitable for building cooperatives, large-capital
builders and public sectors. These producers try to gain more profit by
decreasing unit cost of production and increasing number of units (also
density) or producing units that aimed to higher income groups at inner
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locations. These decisions also affect the environment of residential
buildings. During last decade changes in investor types of the housing
provision, especially dominance of the private provision states that
speculative housing producers operate profitably in Ankara. Actually average
number of dwelling units per residential building in private sectors’ provision
is almost 10 which means that important amount of these residential
buildings have over 5 storeys, i.e. they are mostly apartment housing.
The reasons that direct residents to live at the fringe of the city are mostly
explained with the pull factors of suburban residential areas and the push
factors of the city center. Questionnaire survey shows that most of the
households are getting pleasure from their location by pointing the push
factors and praising the district by presenting its characteristics as pull
factors. It is concluded from the interviews that negative opinions are mostly
related with transportation time cost; however the effect of distance to the city
center is unnoticeably small comparing to the effect of characteristics of the
district. Because of relative location advantages of these districts which are
close to workplaces, schools, and shopping centers or with in a reasonable
distance, the dominance of primary center loses its importance and validity.
But the reasons of living in an apartment housing unit should be considered
more precisely by including the opportunities that apartment housing
provides and environmental values. Apartment housing is the product of
modern urban lifestyle. Acquiring a dwelling unit of apartment housing is the
simplest way to own a house for moderate income groups. Questionnaire
results bring some conclusions about the advantages of apartment housing
such as providing comfortable life, more feasible by sharing most of costs,
offering different quality neighborhood and lifestyle, and satisfying needs with
its environment.
In order to examine the factors that affect the production and choice of
apartment

housing

at

different

location

by

presenting

meaningful

comparisons, the southern and the western parts of the city are selected due
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to the agglomeration of apartment housing along these directions and
similarities between districts. A first criterion is density of buildings and
population. It is found out that floor area ratio differentiated with distance from
the CBD. By moving from central districts to the west direction FAR
decreases from 2 to 0,75 whereas to the south direction it decreases from
2,25 to 1,4 and in some districts to 1. These findings support the hypotheses
that was specified in chapter 3 concerning both builders’ and residents’
rationalities. With respect to gross density categories of person per hectare
the inner southern districts show differentiations between 200-300 and 300400 persons per hectare while inner western parts are classified with 100200 and far distances with 1-100 person per hectare. Similar to person per
hectare, gross density categories of dwelling units show same situation.
Therefore it can be concluded that these quarters are differentiated with their
building and population densities, and provide completely dissimilar
residential environments.
A second criterion is the classifying districts according to their building
features. Most of the quarters that are far from the CBD show similarities with
central ones. In these quarters apartment buildings were generally built in the
same period (Figure 5.5). Additionally they are addressing the same income
group households with a similar family structure which is generally 1-2 and 34 persons per one dwelling unit. But in the figure 5.6 it is obvious that building
quality differs in these quarters. Quarters that are far from the CBD belong to
the sixth group which is the highest ranked in all features. However inner
quarters belong the third and the fourth groups.
To conclude apartment housing provisions at different location offer different
lifestyles with their building and environmental characteristics. In order to
enjoy benefits of these superior districts households want to move out and be
better off when it is financially possible. In the further study it should be
explained the reasons behind the apartment housing and location choice by
making research on different land uses across spatially dispersed urban
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area. Do variation of land-uses support building apartment housing?
According to this question the agglomeration of residential use should be
evaluated by comparing its variation together with other land-uses. There is
another missing point in the study which is the consideration of socioeconomic groups while comparing apartment housing choice whether it
differentiates or not. Moreover to support these choices and to clarify the
subject there should be transportation cost analyzes and commuting weights.
Lastly examining the densities should be extended with calculating existing
service areas to compare the environmental quality of districts.
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